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INTRODUCTION

Original Ob ective: The 'Conflict of Subcultures' Hypothesis

The original objective of tills study is indicated in the
following excerpts from our project proposal.

"The prospectus for the Culturo (under

which this study was funded) contaim two propositions which may
serve as a starting point for the pilot study outlined in the

following:

1. The typical American student is fated to learn many of his
attitudes from his parents.

2. In contegpmraryuaban society the general process of social-
izatian is increasingly a fUnction of the educational es-

tablishment.

"In other words, most American students are exposed to two
patterns of socialization: those prevailing in their homes and
neighborhoods and. those prevalent in our pdblic elementary and
high schools. For some students, these two sets of attitudes,
norms and role models may be fully consonant and mutually rein-
forcing. For others, they may represent two disjunctive and at
times contradictory sdbcultures.

"In a different context, Waller (I) has Observed that 'cul-
ture conflicts' often arise fran differences in the normative
system of students and educators. Recent studies of economical
and. cultural deprivation point to similar discrepancies between
the values, cognitive styles, and rcle prescriptions found in many
lower class homes and those of an educational system traditionally
geared to middle class life styles and aspirations.(2, 3) In a
paper titled The Disadvantaged Child and the Learning Process, (4)
Martin P. DeutsCh notes:

We knaw that children from underprivileged environments tend
to come to school with a qualitatively different-preparation
for the demands of both the learning process and the behavioral
equipments of the classroom. There are various differences in
the kinds of socializing experiences these childrerA have had,
as contrasted with the middle class child. The culture of
their environment is a different one from the culture that has
molded the school and. its educational techniques and theories.
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"Some authors tend to blame the poor scholastic achievements
of many lower class students wimarily on the educational system,
especially the middle class biases of the teachers.(5) Others
argue that sueh accusations are but gross oversimplifications and
that the societal milieu rather than the school ought to be held
responsible for poor performance and high dropout rates among
students from low income families.(6) In either cane, nne can
hardly deny the salience of the following comments by Deutsch:(7)

We know that it is difficult for all peoples to span cultural
discontinuities, and yet we make little effort to wepare ad-
ministrative personnel or teachers and guidance staff to assist
the child in this transition frmn one cultural context to
another. This transition must have serious psychological con-
sequences for the child, and probably gays a major role in
influencing his later perceptions of otlier social institutions
as he is introduced to them.

'rhe impact of social class on academic achievement, levels
of aspirations, dropout rates, etc., have been investigated in a
number of empirical studies.(8) However, since most of these
studies involve correlations between sets of 0221sEbat criteria,
we gain little insight into the sUb ective experience of the
student involved. In a sense, we are faced mith a kind, of rblack
box' explanation in which a combination of low socioeconomic
status and pUblic education are fed in at one end and are shown
to emerge as Ivor scholastic attainment of the other. Of what
goes on in the mind of the agent of this transformation, i.e., the
student himself, we learn very little. Nor do we learn why in
same instances the same 'input' does not produce the same 'output.'
As Gross notes:(9)

Although the hypothesis that the child's social class place-
ment or socioeconomic status is related to his educational
behavior is generally supported, each of these studies
reveals that there is considerable variability in the be-
havior of Children in the same social class. The examination
of such factors as peer group influence, parental level of
aspirations for the child, and role models may shed. light on
the differential behavior of children in the same social
stratum.

"The pilot project proposed here is designed to study the ex-
periences of economically and culturally deprived students as they
come to terms with the norms, expectations and role prescriptions
of the pUblic sdhool system. What we shall attempt to eAplore is



the students own 'definitico of the situation' in terms of
questions such as:

1. To vbat extent does the student himself experience a sense
of discrepancy of conflict between the norms, values, ex-
Yee-AtiOr'S a"A role. mnAcila vhinh prmlfrevn+ him at hnn* aa

compared to those of the sdhool?

2. If the student is aware of ouch discrepancies does be
handle them
by continuing to identify with the home?

- -by identifying with the subculttre of the school and
rejecting the sUbculture of the home?

- -by a compromise in which he orients himself to selected
features in either subculture?

--by defensive meckanisms such as apathy or withdrawal
fram areas of confli.2.t?

3. What conditions in the environment of home or school tend
to foster identification andior compliance with either
subculture? What conditions tend. to foster rejection of
either subculture?

FUrther Objectives Arising from the Nature of the Data:
Ag..2riofFbur SUbcultures

As indicated in our interim report(l0) our research did not
reveal any awareness of a 'conflict of sdbcultures' on the part of
our respondents. Hence, the second part of the proposed program--
the attempt to explore how the student deals with such a conflict--
could not be carried out. On the other hand, tbe nature of the data
led our analysis in a direction not envisaged in the original pro-
posal. Before presenting our methods and findings, a word must be
said about the way in whidh this departure affects the scope of the
report submitted in the following.

At the time this research was undertaken, a great many
studies dealing with 'lower class culture' in general, and the
nature of the urban slum school in particular, were already in
progress. Findings of these investigations, which were beginning
to receive wide publicity, were not always complimentary to their
subjects. As a result, our awn efforts to find access to subjects
through official channelssuch as formal requests to schools or
community agencies--met with a good deal of resistance and susrd-
cion. Tb overcome this obstacle, the writer and the graduate
students particireting in the study used personal contacts with a
number of schools, institutions, and individuals. This approach
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yielded not only a much more varigated sample than had been origi-

nally anticipated, but also a total of almost two hundred interview%

--twice the nuMber projected in the original proposal.

This embarrassment of riches led, even at a first, cursory

review of tapes, to the realization that we were dealing not with

one, but with a number of eldbeultures--partly because of differences

in background of respondents, and partly because of differences in

the 'goal orientation' of the schools they attended. It also became

dbvious that while there was no difference between these groups with

regard to tbe original hypothesis, i.e., their failure to perceive a

'conflict of stibcultures,' there were significant variations in their

scholastic achievement. Hence .tbe question arose: What correlations,

if any, might be found between the relative scholastic performance of

eadh group and the other characteristics brought out by our inter-

views? T3 facilitate comparison of sUbcultures, we quantified the
most important variables in our study, a process not envisioned in

our original program.

In addition; and as already indicated in our interim report,
a review oftapes had revealed a variety of basic 'recipes' for

coming to terms with the world. These variations were evident not
only in a comparison of the 'profile' of different groups, but also
seemed to distinguish the more successful from the less successfV1

students within each group. To quote from our interim report:

Although our study was not designed to explore the character
structure or world view of our respondents; we find that many
tapes reveal certain basic 'recipes' for coming to terms with

the social world. Ihere are those who always operate on a
"don't bother me and I won't bother you" principle. Others

have a clearly manipulative outlook on all social relation-

ships. ftere are the traditionalists, who structure the world
in terms of rather rigid andprimitive maxims and who tend to
polarize humanity into tbe 'right' and the rong' kinds of

people. Shere are those who cannot tolerate authority in any
form, and those who must always please everybody. Last but
not least, there is a minority that approaches life with a
certain measure of confidence and flexibility, a pattern more
prevalent among our middle class control group.(11)

In other words, we found that we bad to consider not only a variety
of lover c/ass sacultures, but also variations within no less
than between sUbcultures.

Tbe modest grant for the study, based upon our original
plans, was in no way adequate for this extended analysis. Atter
the termination of the grant, the work vas carried on by the writer
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and a student assistant on a part-time basis, and could not be com-
pleted in time for the deadline of this report. The following

pageol therefore, represent a compromise between our original and

our ultimate objectives. They show the responses of our subjects
to questions concerning the world of home and school respectively;
and they indicate why the sUbjects"definition of the situation'
differa frnm vhAt nne might expent nn thn 1141m1n nf the hypothesis

upon which this study was based. The report further shows the major
differences and similarities between four sacultures (representing
a total of 110 interviews), and discusses the implications of these
differences. The analysis of variations within subcultures has not
progressed sufficiently to be presented at this time.

As noted earlier, this study was planned as a pilot project
involving only qualitative analysis of the data. However, quanti-

fications of major variables are presented in tdbular form in order
to highlight the relative importance of different characteristics
and 'themes' and to indicate the degree of internal consistency
between responses of subjects in each sUbculture over a wide range
of topics. Unfortunately, budgetax7 limitations did not allow a
more adequate statistical treatment of the data.

Method of Study

Prior to the collection of the interviews upon which this
study is based, the writer conducted a seminar on The Subculture of
Social Strata in the United States, in Ihich pretest interviews were
conducted by students, and. analyzed in class.

Cn the basis of this seminar, an interviewing guide was de-
veloped., and four graduate students were selected to serve as inter-
viewers in the project prorer, and to participate in the initial
analysis of the tapes.

A copy of the interviewing guide for lower class respondents
is attached. (Because of circumstances beyond our control, some
questions bad to be omitted in the middle class interviews.) All
interviews were tare recorded; the average length of the interviews
was about one hour.

Interviewers were allowed flexibility. Pretests bad clearly
indicated that a good deal of leeway bad to be given interviewers
in order to enable them to quickly move away from questions that
were either meaningless to a particular respondent, or touched upon
matters about which he vas obviously uncomfortable or sensitive.
At the same time, interviewers were also instructed to follow up
any point spontaneously touched upon by the respondents which
seemed germaine to the inquiry. In order to further establish
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rapport between interviewer and respondent) the subjects were as-
sured complete anonymity, and promised that there would be no
attempt to contact either their parents or teachers.

As noted earlier, all interriewers were graduate students
who had participated in the pretest seminar. Three of the inter-
viewers were whi,te; One vas Warrne Dmapiite tha fan+ +biz+ mnat rve

our lower class respondents were nonwhites) a comparison of the
tapes seems to indicate that differences between the responses are
not to be accounted for by the interviewer's ethnicity) but rather
by characteristic differences in subculture or 'personal themes.'
(Whether the importance of using Negro interviewers with Negro

respondents has been generally overrated, or whether this is true
only with regard to the type of questions asked in the present
study, we do not know. It is interesting to note, however) that
in most of our own interviews--those conducted by whites as well
as by the Negro interviewerthere vas a total lack of black mili-
tancy) even ;with regard to topics directly concerning the race
issue, Respondents with a stronger commitment to gAack conscious=
ness' may well have responded differently to white and black inter-
viewers. Henze, this aspect of our interviews, which, one must ,

remember, were conducte over a year ago, may no longer be valid
today.)

The data presented in the following are taken from summary
reports on each interview prepared either by the interviewer himself
or by another graduate student. These sumac --' were written ac-
cording to a Coding guide which made it possi,_e to tabulate certain
items for the purpose of quantitative comparison. It must be re-
medbered, however, that, due to flexibility allowed interviewers in
use of the interviewing guide, information on all items in the code
could not always be gathered from eadh tape.

The interviews themselves were conducted in settings ranging
from private homes and comnunity centers, public and parochial
schools, to a conmctional institution for young offenders.

2512.1tEtt

For the purpose of this report, we selected four groups which
represent fairly homogeneous subcultures.

Three of these groups were interviewed in their schools.
SUbjects were selected at random by a teacher or guidance counselor
frmn among those students who happened to have a free period. ads
created certain prObleme with regard to the age and sex composition
of our sample, but, under the circumstances, it vas the only way in
which ve coull gain access to a sufficiently large number of

6
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subjects. In the case of the fourth group (later referred to as
Prospect Hill), the interviews were conducted by a Negro graduate
student in her home town of Baltimore. The subjects were contacted
with the aid of recreational centers, CSO sponsored summer programs,
and a teacher in the Baltimore public school system who contacted
subjects from among those who had been her pupils it remedial
reading classes.

To protect the anonymity of respondents, we shall use the
following pseudonyms for the four subcultures described in this re-
port: (Initials in parenthesis correspond to abbreviations that
will be used in the statistical tables.) Bayview (BV); Market
Street (4S); Prospect Hill (PH).; and High Tbwers. (HT).

Toe remainder of this section presents some background in-
formation concerning these groups, based on the two variables by
Which they can be classified: the 'culture of the home' (i.e.,
social class), and the 'culture of the school' (i.e., the distinc-
tion between a single and a multipurpose school).

Bayview Unstable lower class Single-purpose school

Bayview is a 'special' Junior High School in the New York
City pdblic school system, to *Which students with serious behavioral
or educational problems are transferred from regular public schools.
At the time our interviews were conducted, Barriew -was clearly a
'single-purpose' school, with emphasis being placed upon helldng the
student to enter or return to a regular high school and to attain
his high school diploma. This emphasis on 'getting your diploma'
was used to ndtigate the stigma of being transferred out of the
regular public school by stressing the school's concern for the
student, the advantage of smaller classes, strict but taSk-oriented
discipline, etc. The data would indicate that this 'definition of
the situation,' which seems to have been adopted throughout the
school, and -which was strongly endorsed by a well-liked principal,
succeeded to a surprising degree. Bayview students, despite their
negative attitude toward the educational process in general, and
despite their resentment of certain restrictive rules which are not
present in other pUblic schools, often expressed appreciation of
the special chance and special attention given them at this school.

In terms of occupation of parents and the general impression
derived from the data, Bayview as well as Nhrket Street respondents
will be designated as 'unstable lower elass.' This term is used in
preference to 'lower lover class' since okse of the important factors
which distinguishes thee two groups from Prospect Hill respondents
seems to be not so much the socioeconomic status of their parents as
the nature of the communities in which they live. The term
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'unstable' is, therefore, being used in the same sense in vhich
some researchers note a difference between stdble and unstable slums
in mhich equal conditions of economic deprivation prevail.(12)

The Bayview students are clearly the most alienated group in
the sample. lbat this condition exists independently of the school
is evident in our data on family relationships and other indicators
of 'social competeuce.: Whether Bayview, as a special schoolofurther
accentuates this trait, or whether it manages to alleviate it in some
measure, is a question which because of tbe subjective nature of the
data, we cannot answer. We can say, however, that no other group in
the study seems to evidence so great a sense of a massively oppres-
sive and hostile environment. lb what extent this feeling of being
"a strauger and afraid in a world I never made" is a reflection of

fi realitor, and to mbat extent it is a projection onto the environment
of the personal woblems of these young people, me cannot say.

Market Street Unstable lover class Multipurpose school

Market Street is a 'special service school' (grades 6-9) in
the New York City public school system, i.e., a regular Junior High
School which because it is located in a low income area, is supposed
to have special personnel for a nuMber of psychological and remedial
services and. to offer a number of after-school activities that are
not part of the regular public school curriculum.

Market Street respondents are, by any aVailahle index, in the
'unstable' lower class; yet they offer a refreshing contrast to
Bayview students. Although their Abilities and life chances maybe
no better than those of their Bayviem peers, the walls of the prison
house have not yet closed in on them so tightly--a fact most dramat-
ically reflected in their (oossfbly quite unrealistic) educational
plans.

While the responses of Bayview, Prospect Bill, and High Towers

LJ

sUbjects fall into fairly consistent patterns, the analysis of the
data presented in the following sections of this report often ehows
Mhrket Street students exhibiting a set of mixed responses. This is
probdbly due to the particular 'cognitive style' of this group which
cames through more clearly in a review of complete interviews than in
the quantified data used in this report. Cur MErket Street sample
clearly exhibits a 'relational' conceptual style, 1,e., a high degree
of field dependency, many descriptive and ego-involved responses, and
a high percentage of polar judgments with regard to people and social
norms. To some extent, the responses of all of our lower class sa-
jects are more 'relational' and less 'analytical' than those of our
middle class control group. /et Mhrket Street students exhibit this
conceptual style to a much higher degree then do our Bayview and

8



Prospect Hill samples.

A series of studies reported by Rosalie Coher(13) have shown

that a 'relational' mode of cognition is closely related to partici-

pation in primary groups in which statuses and roles are not clearly

articulated, Whereas preference for a more 'analytic' style seems to
correlate with participation in more formally structured.groups.

finding:might explain the difference in cognitive style among

our lover class sUbjects. Market Street respondents are more closely
tied to their families than are Bayview subjects, yet they lack the
countervailing influence of participation in structured community and
peer group activities evident in Prospect Hill residents.

The suggestion could be made that this difference is due in
part to the fact that Market Street sttbjects are younger than the

other tvo lower class groups. However, if we compare them with High
Tovers students whose modal age is only six: months ahead of them, we
find far fewer traces of 'relational' thinking in our highly 'ana-
lytical' middle class sample. In other words, the strongly 'rela-
tional' conceptual style of Market Street sUbjects must be seen not
only in terms of attachment to the family as a factor of age, but .

also in terms of differences between families on different class

levels. Az the paper by Cohen, quoted above, pointsoutl(l4) lover
class families are more likely to exhibit a pattern in whiCh critical
functions are shared or performed indiscriminately (a pattern which
correlates vith 'relational styles) While middle class families show
a more structured assignment of roles and statuses (which correlates

with 'analytical' conceptual styles).

Market Street itself holds up to the student no particular
educaticaal or occupational goal, and it seems to have little in-
fluence on the 'official world view' of our respondents. Even
judging 'by interviews with students vho--both in age and academic
problems--Closely resemble the Bayview sample, the influence of
this 'multipurwse' school would appeAr +n be minimal.

Proves:LIR Stable lower class MUltipurpose schools

%he respondents grouped together under the designation
Prospect Hill attend a variety of schools both in the 'inner city'
of Baltimore, Maryland, and in an adjacent all Negro community.

All Negro junior High School 21 subjects
All Negro Vbcational High School 2
Predominantly Negro junior High School 5
Integrated elementary or Junior High School 2

Total 30 subjects

9
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Tne original purpose of including this group in the study was

to parovide some control for the less than perfect interviewing situ-

ation in New York where white interviewers dealt with a predominantly

noL.-vhite sample and interviews were conducted in the Pethool setting.

Here interviews were conducted by a Negro graduate student born and

reared in the area, and the setaang vas either a enmmunity center or

a inivate home.

As noted earlier, difference in the ethnicity of the inter-

viewer and the interviewing'setting seemed to produce no significant

variations in Patterns of communication. However, there were obvious

differences between this group and the two New York lower class

samples in linguistic and cognitive style, interpersonal relations,

scholastic achievement, and perception of self. It was the striking

contrast between these Baltimore and the lower class New York tape3

which led to the decision to enlarge our analysis into a comparison

of the various subcultures found in our study.

As we shall show below, a final tabulation of parental occupa-

tions and a very rough estimate of relative parental educational

attainments would indicate that between 15 and 20 per cent of the

Baltimore parents may have occupations above the blue or lower white

collar levels represented by the lower class New York samples.

Similarly, though our information on the educational achievements

of the New York lcuer class parents is very sketchy, it would seem

that our Baltimore group has something of an edge on this count

also. On the other handl in terms of ethnic status and. broken

homes, the three groups show no significant differences.

The slightly higher parental occupational and educational

levels of the Baltimore sample would not, however, seem sufficient

to explain the significant differences between this and the lower

class New York groups. We would hypothesize, rather, that these

very marked differences reflect the contrast between a stable and

an unstable environment on fairly similar clasc levels. There is

no doubt that the cities from yhidh the project's samples were

drawn and the life styles of the Black communities within these

cities differ in many important respects. Even by the internal

evidence or our interviews--sudh as references to parents who have

held the same job for ten years or more; the greater contact with

the extended family; churdh attendance; partidiration in community

affairs, etc.--it appears that these young people come from a more

-41ble and, in some ways, more traditional environment than our New

lork subjects. This impression was further confirmed by the inter-

viewer who has lived in both localities and who stressed the absence

in New York City of some aspects of community life she had known in

the Plack community of Baltimore.

As for the sdhools which Baltimore respondents attend, they

are essentially what we have termed 'multipurpose' schools. While

10
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it is understood that completion of high school is essential, there

is not the same single minded emphasis on 'getting your diploma'

that was found at Barriew. Neither is it taken for granted that

all students will attend college as is the assumption at High Towers.

Yet in contrast to Market Street, Prospect Hill schools seen to have

a greater influence on our subjects' educational and vocational

plans along the general line of 'making something of yourself.'

Interviews gtve the impression that the largely Negro teaching and

counseling s"ffs *t Prets110^t Hill schools nftpn relate to the

future of their charges as parte tbe struggle for the improvement

of a minority group in American society; while the New York staffs

seem more likely to view the student a priori as one socially and
economically handicapped whose life chances must be viewed, in a

'realistic' light.

High Tawers Middle class Single-purpose scho",

The original project proposal did not provide for a middle

class control group to be indluded in the study. However, during .

pretests we found ourselves wondering whether certain responses were
indeed 'typieally lower class' or whether they reflected attitudes

dbout the school and the educational process in general which might

also be found among students in other social strata. As a result,

additional interviews were conducted with thirty middle class stu-
dents of which 20 interviews with students at High Tbwers are in-

mluded in this report.

We have designated High TOwers students as middle class
though upper middle class might be a, mre adequate designation.
Many of their parents belong to what is increasingly referred to

as the 'newrmiddle class' of university trained professionals and

executives. Furthermore, the economic status of High lbwers parents

is reflected in the fact that they can afford to send their children

to tuis fairly expensive private school--although, given the state

of pUblic education in New York City, it is quite possible that some
of them have brought considerable sacrifices to send their children

to private school.

High Itswers itself clearly qualifies as a single-purpose

school. In order to parallel the questions asked of lower class
subjects, the interviewer inquired whether the subjects intended to

complete high school. High Towers respondents considered this a

rather ludicrous question. As one put it succinctly: "If you don't
intend to go to college, you shouldn't be here." A number of re-
spondents also folt that High lbwers' reputation depends ou its
ability to get as large a percentage of students as possible into a

'good college.' Indeed, admission to 'a good college' rather than
just 'college' (the standard response of those lower class subjects

11
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who intended to continue beyond the elementary grades) would seem to
be the goal which leads many parents to send their cbildren to High
Towers and which implicitly or explicitly 'defines the situation'
for many teachers and students.

Academic Perfornance

In terms of school performance and adjustment to the school
setting, our four subcultures can be lined up along a continuum.
Since by virtue of its being a 'special' school, Bayview serves not
a random sample of unstable lower class youths but a group repre-
senting a concentration of problems found in such an environment,
it is not surprising that it should rank lowest on the scale. Next
comes the second unstable lower class group, Market Street, fol-
loved by the stable lower class sample, Prospect Hill. High Tbwers
finally indicates the upper end of the scale.

Although the expectel differences in scholastic performance
are reflected in information regarding grades in srecific subjects
or academic averages, maAy of our lower class New York respondents
were too hazy on that score to compare their responses with those
of tbe remaining two sUbcultures. (But in passing it might be
noted that one-third of Prospect Hill respondents mentioned that
they had been on their school's 'honor' or 'success' rolls, a fact
never reported by respondents in the other two lower class groups.)
Data do, however, rrovide the following indicators t3r a comparison
of the relative performance and school adjustment of our four groups.

Relative to their age, Prosrect Hill and High Towers respond-
ents average a higher grade level than Bayview'and Market Street
students. This despite the fact tbat High %viers' academic standards
are far more demanding than are those of the ',bile schools which
the other three groups attend.

Grades 6-7
Grades 8-9

Grades 6-7
Grades 8-9
Grades 10-11

Average Age
Average Grade
Difference between
age and grade

TABLE I
GRADE LEVEL RHIATIVE TO AGE

BV
(N 30)

Age

29

Age

loo

ms
(N 30)

12-13
100%

14-16

50%
50

Total Sample
14.4-years 13.3 years
8.4 6.9

PH
(N 30)

40%
6o

64
36

.14.3 years
8.9

HT
(N 20)

44
56

lg:4 years

6.o 6.4 5.4 5.3
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Sdbcultural differences in adjustment to the school environ-
ment and in scholastic performance are also reflected in the four
groups' responses to questions concerning truancy and homework, and
they f011ow the same pattern--60 per cent of Bayview students report
playing hooky "once, sometimes or often," followed by Market Street
(53 per cent), Prospect Hill (21 per cent) and High Towers (10 per
cent); 45 per cent of Bayview students report that they do not
always complete their homework, followed by Market Street (40 per
cent), Prospect Hill (23 per cent) and High Tbwers (10 per cent).

TABLE II

TRUANCY

BV MS PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (N 23) (N 20)

Never played hooky 10 47% 79% 90$
Once or gometimes 30 ( 17 10

30 ( -Often -
sl

4 e MI

Not in this but in previous school 30
Tbtal 100% ii 1:04.4. . 1--00%

TABLE III

HOMEWORK

BV MS PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

Respondents who report that they do
not always complete their homework 45% 40% 23% 10%

As might be expected, responses concerning the extent to which
sdbjects like or dislike school are ranged along the same continuum
with 54 per cent of layview students reporting that they dislike
school, followed by 20 per cent of Market Street students, 13 per cent
of Prospect Hill students and 5 per cent, of High Tbwers students.

TABLE Iv

LIKING SCHOOL

BV MS PH ET
(N 30) (IN 30) (N 30) (R 20)

Like school 28% 43% 52% 70%
Dislike school 511 20 23 5
Not clear or aMbivalent IS 37 35 25

Total 164 lua;

13
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But here one thing about Bayview students should be noted.
Despite their negative attitude toward school in general, many of
these youths indicate that they pmefer this 'special' school to the
general publid schools they had previously attended. Of respondents
in this group, 60 per cent said they liked Bayview better than tbeir
old school; 20 per cent said they liked it less. (In the remaining
20 per cent of the interviews, this question was not askei.)

When we turn to the educational aspirations of these youths,
we find similarly marked differences among the four groups. The
fbllowing summary indicates that the continuun of levels of academic
achievement and adjustment is also reflected in college plans:

TABLE V

COLLEGE PLANS

BV MS PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (R 30) (N 20)

No college plans 73$ 43% 30 --%
Vague college plans or

"some college" 20 27 37 lo
Expect definitely to go
to college 7 3o 30 90

Tbtal 5.".. 17-4 100%

Demographic and Related Variables

TABLE VI

ETHNICITY

BV MS PH rr
(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

White 17% 3% --% 90%
Non-white 83 97 loo lo

Total IOW INT row rob%

All respondents in the Prospect Hill eample were Negro.

Ihe two lower class New York samples included Puerto Rican
as well as Negro students. While direct questions regarding eth-
nicity were not asked, interviewers estimated (from references to
Span:113h spoken in the home, relatives in Puerto Rico, etc.) that
approximately 4o per cent of the Market Street sample were Puerto
Ricans, and the percentage of FUerto Ricans among non-Whites in the
Bartley sample was somewhat smaller. Obviously the effect of



ethnicity in such a sample is complicated by our inability to dif-
ferentiate between country of birth of subjects or tneir parents.
For example, one Bayview sUbject who is in many ways atypical in
his command of English as mell as in his general attitude toward
education mentioned by chance that his mother was from the West
Indies, a fact which may well account for the difference between
this youth and the majority of Bayview subjects. Here again it is
evident that the terms Negro or lower class (or both in toMbination)
do not stand for one but for a nuMber of stIbcultures. Similarly,
the simple dichotomy Nbite, non-white' may also be mdsleading. In
the Bayview sample, for instance, three of the five white respond-
ents mentioned that they had been in correctional or mental insti-
tution or vlre under the care of a .psythiatrist or probation officer,
but only four of tmenty-five non-white respondents mentioned tbis
fact. While this is volunteered information and may not give us an
accurate picture, it would nevertheless seem to indicate that when
white students attend 'special' sdhoas tbey are more likely tban
non-whites to present severe problems of mental health and deviance,

As to High TOwers respondents, of the twenty subjects in this
group: fifteen were jewidh, three were white gentiles, one was Negro
and one was Chinese.

Atcording to our personal contacts, Bayview and High Towers
samples mould seem to be a fair reflection of the ethnic composition
of these two sthools, though the percentage of non-whites in the
total student body of High Towers is probably somewhat lower. In
the case of Market Street, our contact estimated that about 75 per
cent of the students in the regular curriculum'from which our sam-
ple is taken are non-white, which wotad mean that in this instance
they are overrepresented.

TABLE VII

SEX

BY MS PH HT
(N 30) (R 30) (I 4 30) (N 20)

Male 100% 80% 60% 55%
Female -- 20 40 45

Tbtal 156 155W 150%

In the case of Bayview, we were dealing with an all-male
school. In the remaining cases, intemiewers were instructed to
attempt to obtain a fairly balanced male-ferale ratio. However, as
noted earlier, selection of respondents had to be left up to in-
formal contacts. Under the circumstances, it was deemed inadvisable
to reject a sUbject onte he had been sent to an interview and, as a
result, we seem to find ourselves with an overrepresentation of males.
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TABLE VIII

FAMILY STATUS

BV MS PH HT
(N 10) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

Father Present 60% 614 57% 7=t1.1//u
Stepfather or 'Uncle' 7 ..... -- ....

Foster Father 7 . .... ..
No Father or Father SUbstitute 26 36 43 25

Total 11570 1." T.-- 1.66f

While academic performance and adjustment the school environ-
ment vary considerably among our three lower class groups, the per-
centage of homes in which tkm! biological father is not present is
fairly consistent. This would seem to confirm the very strong im-
pression one gets from a review of individual interviews that (L)
the absence or presence of the father in and of itself is a less
decisive factor in school performance than is often assumed and
that (2) the correlation between a high percentage of homes without
fathers and a high score on various indices of social disorganiza-
tion found in statistical reports on lower class Negro families may
not always be a causal one.(15) Our data would rather tend to con-
firm a finding by Deutsch and Associates who, by canstructing a
'deprivation index' and correlating it with both Socioeconomic
Status and reading ability, found. that while absence of father cor-
related significantly with class, it did not show a significant
correlation with reading ability; that, on the other hand, conversa-
tion during dinner and extent of cultural activities with adults did
correlate significantly with both Socioeconomic status and reading
ability.(16) As we shall attempt to show, our data would seem to
indicate a similar correlatim between what we shall term more
broadly 'social competence' and patterns of family interaction--
rather than a correlation between 'social competence' and homes in
which a father is present or absent.

In addition, our data point to still another aspect of family
status not usually referred to in the debate over the Negro family;
namely, the presence or absence of the natural mother. Although our
sample is too limited to draw decisive conclusions fram it, we note
that in the case of Bayview respondents, the most alienated group in
the study, 17 per cent live in homes in which the biological mother
has been replaced by a sUbstitute (such as a stepmother, foster
mother or female relative) as against only three per cent in the
other three groups.

Since there is a correlation between social class and family
size in most industrial societies, we izesent the relevant data for
our four groups. These figures indicate that there would seem to be
a greater tendency for Bayview respondents, with their greater
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incidence of emotional disturbance and deviants, to come from
larger fRmilies. But even more significant in this contest is a
comparison of the status of respondents within the age range of
their siblings.

111----ry IX

FAMILY SIZE

BY MS
(N 30) (N 30)

Up to three siblings 50% 40
up to five siblings 20 43
Six or more siblings 30 17

Tbtal 100%

PH HT
(N 30) (N 20)

54% 90%
30 10
16

TABLE X

AGE OF RESPONDENTS AS COMPARED TO SIBLINGS

BY MS PH HT
(N 26) (N 25) (N 30) (N 20)

Only child 8% -4 10% 30%
Youngest child 16 2 27 30
Oldest child 16 28 27 10
Older and younger siblings 60 6o 36 30

Ibtal fra

A study by Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck has found that 'mbidle
children' are more likely to engage in delinquent activities than
are only oldest or youngest children.(17) While the conclusions
they have drawn from the study have been questioned, it is never-
theless interesting to note that the unst*ible lower class respond-
ents in the present study are more likely to be 'middle children'
than are those in the two other groups.

Of the lower class groups in the present study, only 8 per
cent of Bayview respondents, 4 per cent of Market Street respondents
and 17 per cent of Prospect Rill respondents have fathers whose
occupations may be considered lower middle or upper middle class.

More significant, however, is the difference in percentage
of factorp4rorker fathers among the three groups: Barriewp 11 per
cmet; Market Street, 14 per cent; Prospect Hill, 48 per cent. While
Prospect Bill respondents are not entirely clear as to the specific
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positions their fathers hold in factories, many referol to the fact
that they have held their jobs for many years. By the nature of
factories mentionedl we may assume that the fathers' jobs are
unionized and thereby stabilized. It would therefore seem to us
that the economic difference between the stable and unstable lower
class groups is more likely to be found here then in difference in
isiddle class oecupatinna:

TABLE XI

OCCUPATION OF PARENTS

Occupation of Father

Unskilled blue collar (janitor,
guard, 'waiter, etc.)

Factory worker
Mechanic, craftsmen

Transportation (merchant marine,
bus, taxi or truck drivers)

Clerical or sales
Post office, railroad, fireman,
police, etc.

Construction worker
Owner of small retail store

(candy or cleaning store)
Own business, executive, higher

civil service, teacher,
professional, etc.

Tbtal 06W OW 155T OW
Occupation of Mother

BV MS PH HT
(N 26) (N 23) (N 19) (N 20)

23% 22% 10% --%
11 14 443

11 38 5 5

20
8 ii. 5 5

11 4
8 14 5

8 4

17 90

BV MS PH HT
(N 16 (N 10) (N 15) (N 7)

Clerical and Sales 13% -4 13% 29%Factory worker 18 4o 6 --
Unskilled (janitor, cook, waitress) 56 30 46 --
Dressmaker, nurses aide Ob NO 10 14 --
NUrse, teacher 13 20 17 --
Store detective, supervisor

recreational center -- -- 14 --
Modell decorator -- -. -- 43
Medical student, professor of
archeology -- -- -- 28

Ibtal 1." IW T.- 1"
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Of the middle class control group, 90 per cent of respondents
have fathers whose occupations may be considered middle class or
better.

Because of the small nuMber of mothers for whom occupations
are reported, data are not conclusive. However, so far as jobs
above the lower class level are concerned, the pattern seems to be
s...m4ilar to that of fatbers: 13 per cent for Bayview, 20 per cent
for Market Street, 21 rer cent for Prospect Hill, 43 per cent for
High Towers.

TABLE XII

RDUCATION OF PARENTS

Education of Father

BV MS PH HT

Did not complete high school 8 1 7 --
Completed high school 2 2 1 --
Went beyond. high school -- 1 4 18

Tbtal 10 7 12 33
Education of Mother

Did not comraete high school 1
Completed high school 7
Went beyond high school 1

Taal 9

1 9 --
'4 10 2
1 2 167 Et ITT

Although the two lower class New York groups are exceedinay
hazy about the educational background of their parents, the table
above may give some indication of the overall pattern. (Because of
the limited information from the tvn New York samples,data are given
in absolute figures only.)

Firlabgs suggest that Prospect Bill fathers are likely to
have a somewhat higher educational level than are fathers of the
lower class New York groups, but that the gulf between them and
the mdddle class control group is far more striking then are the
differences between them and the other two lower class groups.

One set of questions in the interviews referred to the
neighborhood in which the subject lived: how he liked it, what
kind of activities were going on, etc. Respondents were grouped
in three broad categories: those who thought they lived in a good
or "OK" neighbcatmd; those who thought they lived in a poor
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neighborhood; and those who had mixed or uneiear feelings on the
subject.

TABLE xrII

NEIGHBORHOOD

BV MS PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (n 30) (N 20)

20% 57% 80%
57 16 10
23 27 10
iboT NOT 100%

Good or OK 60%
Poor 27
Ambivalent or not clear 13

Tbtal 150%

As noted earlier, Bayview as a 'special school' draws its
students from a wide area; therefore, we have no way of telling to
what extent the responses in this group reflect reality.

In the case of Market Street and High Tbwers, where the
neighborhoods from which the respondents come is known to the inter-
viewers, the high scores on poor and good neighborhoods respectively
seem quite realistic.

With regard to the Baltimore sample, the following comment
in the final report a the interviewer would seem instructive:

The sUbjects, many of them residents of the 'inner city' and
of low income housing projects, seem to like their neighborhoods
in spite of the rowdiness, the noise, and the mruliness in many
of the areas. This attachment seems to be traceable to the fact
that these are the areas they know best. They have lived in
them for many years, they know the people, they are 'comfortable'
here. The attitude of the sUbjects reminded the interviewer of
a blues-type song called 'Tbbacco Road' which includes the
following lines: 'I despise you 'cause you're filthy but I love
you because you're my home.' Tae familiarity of 'home' in the
'inner city' was very important to these youngsters.

This reaction on the part of our respondents points once
again to the human problems of urban renewal stressed by many
critics of large-scale 'slum removal.'(18) Cue of the Baltimore
respondents posed the question squarely. Complimenting the inter-
viewer on the neighborhood in which she lived but noting the
absence of suitable 'hang-outs' such as candy or drug stores, he
added: "If I bad to live here, I would not know what to do."
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RESULTS

The Puroose of Education

One of the 4,1vr"-t components of the actor's 'detinition
of the situation' is his interpretation of the purpose of the en-
terprise in which he is engaged. Hence the first data we wish to
present are responses to questions such as "What is the purpose of
education?" "What good is education other than for getting a job?"
"Why do you go to school?" "Does education help you outside of
school?" Etc.

TAME XIV

PURPOSE OF EDUCATION
(Per cent of respondents)

Can't get a job (or a good job)
without it

It helps you in raising a family
Helps you to know what is going on
Teaches y(r, how to deal with people
Important ior financial success,
for getting ahead, for doing
vtat you want to do in life

You need to know how to read. and
write (apart from jdb)

So you won't be a bum
To be a better citizen
TO improve your habits &manners
Givts you something to do
Otherwise you'd be working
Otherwise everybody would be
fighting

Education is a source of personal
satisfaction, stimulation, etc.

BV MS PH HT .

(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

90 80% 93% 45%
10 lo 17 5
20 ..- 17 40

7 27 27 25

3 23 30 65

lo 27 30 ....

10 13 7 ...

.... a.. lo lo

.. lo ... lo
3 20 -- 10
3 .. .... ....

3 .. .... ...

- 45

Tbtal exceeds 100 per cent because of multiple answers.

The great majority of all three lover-class groups tell us
that the purpose of education is 'Tb gat a job' (Bayview, 90 per
cent; Market Street, 80 per cent; Prospect Hill, 93 per cent).
The unstable lower class Bayview and Market Street youths are more
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apt then are the stable lower class Prospect Hill youths to also
suggest that going to school "Keepe you from being a bum" and "Gives
you something to do." And a few Payview students, alone among all
respondents, give us this interesting observation: If it weren't for
school, "You'd be working" or "Everybody would be fighting." On the
other band, the stable lover class Prospect Hill youths are more apt
then are Bayview and Market Street youths to suggest that going to
school "Helps you in raising a family," "Is important for financial
success, for getting ahead, for doing what you want to do in life,"
and "Helps you be a better citizen."

The middle elass High Tbwers youth view education in a
strikingly different manner. In contrast to lower class youths,
less then half (45 per cent) tell us that the purpose of education
is "To get a job"; and far more High Tbwers students suggest that
education "Helps you know what is going on"; "Is important for
financial success, for getting ahead, for doing what you want to
do in life"; "Is a source of personal satisfaction, stimulation,
etc." (The last, incidentally, was mentioned only by High Towers
students.)

These findings would seem to support those proponents of
the 'conflict of sUbcultures' hypothesis who argue that the root
of the problem is in the different attitudes toward education
evidenced by the middle and lower clssses. Fbr example, reporting
the findings of a study in which questions concerning education
were asked of a class-stratified sample, Ephraim H. Mizruchi notes:
"Our earlier findings . . . suggest that education is more highly
valued by the middle class as an end value then it is by the lower
classes There is a marked tendency for instrumental percep-
tion of education to increase inversely with social class."(19)
(Italicl in the origInal.)

There is no doubt that the present data would certainly seem
to reflect a higher 'instrumental perception of education' on the
part of lower class respondents. However, it is our own opinion
that comparison of lower and middle class responses in tbis regard
must be viewed within the context of what Maslow terms the 'hier-
arehy of human needs.'(20)

If the lower class child tends to emphasize, while the middle
class child does not even mention, the need to know how to read and
write, we would suggest that this may well be because these skills,
however basic, are not necessarily endemic to the lower classes and
are, therefore, viewed in terms of a 'need. Our own lower class
respondents often note for example, that people who lack these
skills tend to get cheated by lawyers, store owners and officials.
Similarly, the lower class youth is likely to view the means-end
relationship between education and 'getting a job' or a 'good job'
in equally first-band and self-evident terms.
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That the middle class student on the other handlneither views
education primarily as a means to a job nor mentions the necessity
to read and write would suggest not that he gives no weight to the
pragmatic value of education but, rather, that he simply takes such
matters for granted. Fbr the High Towers student, the need is not
viewed in terms of comlletence in basic skills (everyone has this)
nor, even, in terms of getting into college (everyone does this).
Tae need, rather, is to get into a 'good' college, Similarly, for
the High Tbwers student, education is linked not simply with 'a job,'
or even mith 'a good ja,' as in the case of OW' lower class youths,
but with 'the job you mant.' Tb an equal degree, it is linked with
financial success, getting ahead, or getting vast you want out of
life. That the road from High lbwers via a 'good' college to 'the
job you want' is destined inter alia to also lead to 'a good jdb'
(in the sense in which this term is used by lower class respondents)
need hardly be spelled out. This point has teen dealt with at some
length because our own feeling is that many unwarranted conclusions
have been drawn from pre-coded questionnaires taping class-linked
differences in attitudes toward education on what is essentially a
'forced choice' basis. Misruchi, for example, states: ". . al- .

though our lower class sUbjects are aware of the utility of educa-
tion as a means for getting ahead, that they do not view it as a
high end yalue does limit their chances for even modest advancement.
We must agree with HYman that the lower class population does thus
share a self-imposed tendency to nonachievement of success goals."(21)

We would take issue with this conclusion on two counts:

1. If middle class respondents were not implicitly aware of
the pragmatic purpose of education they, too, would fall
short of prevalent standards of 'success' in contemporary
American society. The person who sees education only as
an end value and who never gives thought to the question
of whether the sUbjects he studies have pragmatic value
in the academic, scholastic or professional marketplace
may eventually furnish his apartment with diplomas but
probably with very little else. In fact, we mould re-
spectfUlly question mhether--given the 'ptiblish or periah'
syndrom--Misruchils own study was written without beneftt
of any pragmatic considerations.

2. If a pragmatic attitude toward education is, in itself, an
dbstacle to success, it would seem odd that the percentage
of respondents mentioning 'a job' as a purpose of education
should be highest not among our most alienated group, i.e.
our Bayview respondents but among the grogp which by all
indications is the most promising candidate for social mo-
bility, i.e. our Prospect Hill respondents. We believe
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that the answer to this riddle may be found in the following
comparison:

BV MS PH HT

Total nuMber of res--nses to the
question "What is the purpose
of education?" 118 65 70 61

Less responses referring to 'jdb' 27 24 28 9
Responses to 'purpose of education'

other than 'job' 21 41 42 52
Per cent of respondents who

.

definitely expect to go to
college 7% 30% 30% 90%

It would seem to us no coincidence that the number of re-
sponses other than 'job' as a 'purpose of education' and the
percentage of respondents rlanning a college career run in the
same direction--even though the 'job' responses by themselves do
not. What is at work here, we telieve, is a version of what
Hyman Rodman has called "the lower class value stretch." Rodman
notes:

Lower class persons come to tolerate and eventually to evaluate
favorably certain deviations from the middle class values. In
this way they need not be continually frustrated by their
failure to live up to unattainable values. The resultant is
a stmtched value system with a low degree of commitment to
all the values within the range, including the dominant and
middle class values. This is what I suggest as the major
lover class value change, rather tban a change in which the
middle class values are abandoned and flouted.(22)

While we mould agree with Rodman as far as the acceptance
of 'deviant' values on the part of lower class individuals is con-
cerned, we would note that the above table (and a number of others
to be presented later) shaw that the opposite process may also take
place. Without Abandoning the dominant lower class value of educa-
tion (as a means to a job) our Market Street and Prospect R:11.
subjects tend to include a larger nuMber cf additional as
part of their definition of the purpose of education. In other
words, while they show no inclination to abandon a characteristic
lower class value, a 'value stretch' does indeed take raace which,
in some instances, runs in a direction more closely approximating
responses of our middle class group. Ibis trend is clearly reflected
in the item 'financial success, getting ahead, doing what you want in
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life'--the purpose most frequently mentioned by the middle class
respondents.

We migbt also note here that findings concerning respondents'
views of the purpose of education anticipate certain characteristics
of the faur groups which are reflected in subsequent tables and which
even now suggest the internal consistency of the four subcultures.
Of special interest in this context are responses in the category
'education teaches you how to deal with people.' These responses
clearly reflect the restricted interpersonal relations of our Bayview
sample; at the same time, despite what we shall see to be their very
satisfactory interpersonal relations, our middle class controls score
no higher on this point than do the Market Street and Prospect Hill
subjects. This would seem to be in line with Gans' observation that
lower class persons tend to be more people-oriented then are middle
class individuals,(23) a fact clearly evident in sUbsequent data on
attitudes towards the school and its personnel. Similarly, the fact
that the responses 'the purpose of school is to help you to know
what is going on' is not given by our Market Street respondents is
altogether consistent with our observation that this group is still
most closely bound to authority relationships with significant adults
and has very little orientation to the broader environment (a fact
also reflected in that this is the only lover class group to mention
the 'improvement of habits and. manners' as a purpose of education).
Conversely: the fact that of the three lower class gToups only the
Prospect Hill sample mentions 'to be a better citizen' as a purpose
of education is wholly consistent with the great protensity of that
group to participate in community affairs, which we shall find evi-
dent in a later table. Cme item on the present Table YIV which is
somewhat deceptive is the response 'school gives you something to
do' which later, in a different context, is also given by a signifi-
cant timber of stibjects in our middle class control group. We would
suspect that this response givyn by both our Msrket Street and High
Towers samples but not by the two other samples, may be in part a
reflection of differences in age, with the two older groups having
a wider choice of alternate social activities.

Before concluding this section, we migbt well ask: How do
responses regarding the purpose of education relate to the original
purpose of this study, i.e. to the extent to which subjects are
exposed to a conflict of subcultures? As we have shown, lower and
middle class sttbjects tend to have different views on the purpose
of education, with lower class respondents stressing its 'means'
value; middle class respondents mentioning, to a far greater degree,
its 'end' value. Might tbis indicate a 'conflict' in the definition
of the purpose of education as seen by the lower class student and
his middle class teacher in the urban pUb.L. lchool?

Recent reports from the 'blackboard jungle' would seem to
indicate that the teacher's perception of 'the purpose of education'
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depends not only on his own social class position but also on his
perception of the student and the conditions under which he
teaches.(24) Where students' reading level is years below that
appropriate for their age, where discipline problems and paperwork
absorb a great part of the school day, where too many classes are
taught by sUbstitutes and 'transferring out' is a frequent topic
of conversation, it is hard to think of whatever 'education' does
take place nevertheless as 'an end vylue.' I4deed we would suspect
that if we were to interview the teachers of Bayview and Market
Street coneerning the purpose of education for the group of pupils
fran which our samples are drawn, they, too, would be likely to
stress the importance of the 'means' value of the educational en-
terprise for this particular type of childxen.

Aspiratisti

In the previous section we noted that despite a certain
'value stretch' our lover class respondents seem to share a basic
definition of the purpose of education which may be designated as
characteristically lower class.

In this section, we shall review three measures of aspira-
tions--educational plans, vocational plans and the Three Wishes
Testand attempt to nhnw that aclicrAt° signifinnint A4fferences

educational and. occupational plans, the concept of 'stretched'
values holds true.

aft

The relevant sociological and educational literature pre-
sents a great deal of contradictory evidence concerning the aspira-
tions of lower class parents and children.(25) This may be due, in
part, to difZerences in the ways in which the questions are phrased.
(In our study, questions concerning educational and occupational
plans were purely projective: "What would you like to do?" "What
would you want?" "What do you think will happen?") Our data would
indicate that there are different degrees of 'realism' among the
four sacultures in the study. To the extent to which Bayview and
Prospect Hill students give explanations for their vocational or
educational plans they tend to mention interests or abilities, ad-
vice given by adults inside and outside the school, role models,
etc. Market Street respondents, on the other hand, seem much less
'reality oriented' in their occupational choices. One girl wanted
to become a pikysician because she liked the Dr. Kildare program on
TV; another student did not want to become a physician (his mother's
choice) lbecause physicians have to give needles and I hate that";
a third student announced that he wanted to become a bookkeeper
"because I like books"--and was rather taken abaek by the informa-
tion that this vocation requires the handling of figures; another
declared that he wanted to go to college and be an automechanic, a
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cotbination which on second thought may not sound quite so odd if
one takes into account his rationale: "If I go to college, and I
can't find a jOb as a mechanic, then I can always do something else"
--a nice switch on the traditional middle class admonition to young
ladies to acquire secretarial skills in case their college education
does not lead to a professional career.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that a number
of lower class respondents suggested different occupations not as
a matter of personal choice to be made at a later date but as al-
ternatives in case one type of employment did not work out. This
vas more likely to be the case with subjects mentioning law level
blue collar occupations then with those mentioning higher level
white collar occupations or the professions and would seem to in-
dicate that some of our sUbjects were well aware of the precarious
nature of unskilled or semi-skilled blue collar jobs on the current
marketplace. (Only one of our New 'York respondents, however, ex-
pliciUy drew the conclusion that in contemporary American society
"It is important to learn to work with your head instead of yourhands." Others seemei to anticipete a pattern of moving from one
relatively marginal job to another which they have undoubtedly
observed among many adults about them.)

On the other hand, High TOvers respondents were more likely
to state that they simply had not yet made up their minds. First,
the rest of high school and college was still ahead of them; second;
and as some put it, "we don't have enough experience yet." This
response points to another difference between pur middle and lower
class samples which is also reflected in their judgement of ther
own behavior and their relationship to their parents. The mdddle
class child would seem to be much more self-consciously aware of
'appropriate' social roles and relationships at different stages
of the life cycle. Where lower c/ass respondents are taken aback
by the question: "Do your parents understand you?" and tend to
respond with a more or less mechanical 'yes,' middle class respond-
ents eMbark on a virtual dissertation on the relationship between
adolescents and their parents. Where lower class subjects tent to
respond to the question: "What should a boy your age do?" with
"stay out of troUble," middle class respondents will refer to such
specifics as the proper dating age. In other words, many of our
middle class subjects strike us not only as having been brought up'by the book' but as being quite aware of what 'the book' saya.

The following table suggysts that in terms of college plansthe two groups in the 'multipurpose schools' rank between Bayview,with its emphasis on a high sChool diploma, and High Towers, le_thits emphasis on admission to a 'good college.' There are also in-
dications that the educational plans expressed by Prospect Hill
respondents are likely to be more 'realistic' then those expressed
by Market Street subjects. While 30 per cent of both groups plan
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to attend a four-year college, an additional 14 per cent of the
Prospect Hill group plan to attend college for one or tvo years in
accordance with requirements for a specific occupational goal.
Similarly, 23 per cent of the Prospect Hill group plan to attend
vocational high schools which, again, are directly related to
their occupational plans. In other words, 67 per cent of the
Prospect Hill respondents either plan to attend a four-year col-
lege program or pursue their education in line with specific oc-
cupational goals versus 34 per cent of Bayview students and 30
per cent of the Market Street sample.

TABLE XV

EDUCATIONAL PLANS

BV MS FE HT
(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

Plan to attend four-year college 7% 30% 30% 90%
Plan to attend college for less

then four years ... -- 14 -

Vague references to 'going to
college' 20 27 23 10

Complete High School only 20 17 10 .....

Cnevrn1 a+.0 Vevtat4 nnal A4 ch gnhnetil

only 27 -- 23 ".

May drop out of High School 13 13
Plans not clear 13 13 .. ...

Tbtal 1. 100% ibUT ibUT

That Market Street subjects seem to be the least 'realistic'
of our four groups is also reflected in the fa3t that while they
list a larger number of 'definite' or 'possible' occupational choices,
they are the least likely to have discussed these choices with their
parents. Since both the choice of an occupation and the tendency to
discuss these choices with parents and. teachers may be related to
age and grade level, the following tdble represents the responses of
twenty subjects in each group, all of whom attended seventh and
eighth grade.

It is quite possible that the lov percentage of Market Street
respondents who reported no occupational plans as against the mach
higher percentage of middle class respondents who shad not yet made
up their minds" is a function of the greater 'field dependency' of
the Market Street group. It is not so much that they give an 'ex-
pected answer' but that they give an answer because it is expected.
Indeed, some of the 'imaginative° eldborations of the Market Street
group concerning their occupational goals would seen to support this
conclusion.
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TABIE XVI

OCCUPAITONAL PLANS
(Per cent of respondents)

BV MS PH .HT
(N 20 for all Emoups)

Say they have definite
occupational plans 64 45% 44 34

Mention vague occupational
plans 30 50 40 4o

No occupational plans 10 5 20 30
Total 1-66% rn im In

Discussed plans Niith parents 50$ 21% 59% 78%
Discussed plans with teachers 6 -- 35 21

The following table lists all possible occupations mentioned
by our subjects exclusive of the armed forces. (In the latter case,
it was not allays clear whether such references indicated a career
choice or only the expectation to serve in accordance with the draft
laws.)

TABLE XVII

OCCUPATION AS MINTIONED A$ DEFINITE OR "POSSIBLE" CHOICES
(Absolute figures)

BV MS PH HT
No. of respondents 28 27 23 13
No. of responses 36 45 32 25

Blue Collar and Lower 14hite Collar
Jobs corps or manpower training 6
Mechanic (auto, TV, etc.) 7 1
Craftsman (electrician, plumber,

welder, carpenter, printer) 3 4
Dressmaker, beautician

01111111

Secretary or clerical 2 4

Civil Service
Policeman 3 4
Fireman 2 3
Welfare Investigator . .
New York City transit system 1 ....

(Continued on next page)
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TABLE XVII (Continued)

OCCUPATIaN AS MENTIONED AS DEFINITE OR "POSSIBLE" CHOICES
(Absolute flgures)

BV NIS PH HT
...n

No. of respondents GO 27 28 13
No. of responses 36 45 32 26

Transportation
Bus or trudk driver 2 4
Pilot 2 1 -- --

all MO 0110

Other White Collar Occupations
Commercial artist
Singer, actor
Computer programMing
Radi o broadcasting

Own store (TV or beauty shop)
Dental technician
Interior decorator
Contractor

Sport (professional)

Professions or Occupations Usually
Requiring a Calege Degree
Lawyer
Scientist
Teacher
Nurse
Physician
Social worker or prdbation officer
Librarian
School counselor
Architect
Philosopher
Minister
Writer
Politician
Diplomat

1 2 2 --

1 2 2 2
1 -. 2 --

14. 1 3

1 .3 5

3 3

-- 2 1 3
__ ._ 3 ..
__ .. 1 ..
... .. 1 ..
.. 1
.. ._

=MO MOVIO

aS MO SD

Summary
(Per cent of occupations mentioned)

...

...

milOS

O. OS

maM

OM OM

1
1
1
1

1

Blue Collar and Lower White Collar
(Incl. civil service, transporta-
tion and sports) 89% 49% 37% --%

Cther White Collar Occupations 8 18 29 19
Professions and Cthers Umally

Requiring College 3 33 34 81
Total 100% 100% 100% 100%
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In cceparing Table XV (Educational Plans) with Table XVII
(Occupational Choices) we find certain parallels in levels of
expectations for each group which maybe brought out by the fol-
lowing juxtaposition of the relevant figures.

TABLE XNIII

EDUCATIONAL VS. OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATICaS

BV MS PH HT

Per cent who definitely plan to
go to college 7% 30% 30% 90%

Per cent of occupations mentioned

usually requiring a full college
education 3 33 34 el

Per cent not mentioning college as
part of educational plans 73 43 33

Per cent of blue collar, lower
white collar occupations men-
tioned (incl. transportation,
civil service and sports) 89 49 37

Per cent who mention going to
college tor less than four
years or vague references to
'maybe' going to college' 20 27 37 10

Per cent of 'other white collar'
occupations mentioned 8 18 29 19

011110111

As the above comparison indicates, Bayview and High lbwers
are polar cases with regard to educational as well as occupational
aspirations. In the first instance, educational as well as occupa-
tional audrations are extremely low with 73 per cent of respondents
not expecting to go beyond high school and 89 per cent of all occu-
pations mentioned falling into the blue collar or lower white collar
categories. In the case of High TOwers, on the other hand, 90 per
cent of respondents are certain that they go to college and the
rest by no means reject the idea. Similarly, 81 per cent of all
occupations mentioned definitely require college and the rest are in
what we have designated as 'other,' i.e. more prestigious or promis-
ing, white collar occupations.

Our Market Street and Prospect Hill samples fall in between
these two polar positions. In both groups, 30 per cent mention that
they definitely expect to go to college; and of all occupations men-
tioned by the two groups) 33 and 34 per cent respectively are those
which usually require a college education. The difference between
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the two groups, however, becames evident on the level of 'intermedi-
ate' aspirations, i.e. in the different percentages of those who
mentioned 'some college' and, correspondingly, 'other' white collar
occupations which, though not necessarily requiring a college degree,
have a higher social status. It is on these intermediary steps
toward educational and occupational mobility ttat stable lower sub-
jects score higher then all othergroups.

While in terms of occupational and educational aspirations,
Prospect Hill respondents present a very different ydcture then the
Bayview group, it is interesting to note that this difference is not
as marked for our third measure ct aspirations, the Three Wishes Test.
The following table summarizes responses of our three lower class
groups to the question: "If you had three wishes, for what wolf_d you
wish?" (Unfortunately, this question mas not asked in our middle
claes interviews.)

TABLE XIX

TIME WISEES 'TEST
(Per cent of responses)

DV VE PH
(N 53) (N 64) (N 84)

Material
Home or place to live 22% 6% 13%
Money 21 10 20
Good job or own store 10 11 4
Clothes, bicycle, swimming pool, car 25 11 21
Pet or horses .- -- 2
Travel -- 9 5at M MPersonal Qualities
Be famous, be somebo4y, be brilliant,
be successful, be "middle class" 2%

Be liked, have friends
Pe good, happy, attracttve, good at sports

Family Centered Wishes
To be reunited mith family members 2% 5% 1%
Mbney for relatives 5 4 5
Marry and have children 4 3 1
Family always be healthy and stay together -- 5 1
Less family discipline and sibling fights -- 3

i. 20% --Ig
Educational

No school, be out of school, be grown up 7% 1% 6%
Have a good education or go to college -. 5
Integrated schools mith equal opportunity -- -- 6
Better schools or school of my own -- 2 1

717Humanitarian Concerns

Stop mar, rid world of disease, help others, 2% 6% 3%
Others -- -73-- ..

100% 3763 loc*

*MOO

iMM

2% 8%
2 3
5

2.7.33

Mb

Stab
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Here again lire have a reflection of the younger age of our
Market Street sample with its lower response rote on material
matters, its higher degree of 'imagination' concerning family-
centered wishes, the wish to be 'good' or 'happy,' etc. What we
would ntrAnci hnwpipar..i ems cesr+stiri aimilarities betvPien thrh tvn

older groups vhickt again point to a 'value stretch' rather than a
retreat frmn lower class values on the part of our Prospect Hill
respondents. Both the Bayview and Prospect Hill groups are prima-
rily concerned with material possessions. However, the relative
weight of these items in the total pattern of wishes is somewhat
less for the stable lower class respondents whose interviews
include a good many more references to personal ambitions and per-
sonal qualities, i.e. traits which are important for the upardly
mdbile. Ibis becomes evideat when we compare the following figures:

TABLE MC

RESPONSE RATE ON THREE WISHES TEST
(Average number of responses per respondent)

BV MS PH
Average nuMber of responses per respondent

(total for all categories) 2.7 3.2 3.1
Average of responses referring to material
possessions 2.0 1.5 2.0

Average of responses referring to being
famous, being somdbody, being brilliant,
being successful, being liked, etc. 0.1 0.2 0.4

Average of responses referring to :Emily 0.3 0.7 0.3

It is interesting to note that despite the fact that Prospect
Hill respondents score highest on interviewer ratings for 'good
family relationships' and 'good communication within the family,'
the family itself does not play an outstanding pronounced role for
this group ir the Taree Wishes test. This is precisely in keeping
with our gener41 impression, of which more later, that the strength
of the Prospect Hill group lies squarely in the fact that though it
enjoys relatively good family relationships, it is less 'family
cem'ared' then our Market Street respondents.

Despite the fact that numerical responses are small, two items
in the category 'educational' are also significant. Prospect Hill
respondents are the only group that mentions integrated schools or
equal educational opportunities among its Three Wishes--a response
in keeping with the fact that throughout the interviews this is the
only group that shows an awareness of civil rights problems (though
in the spirit of the late Martin Luther King rather then the more
militant Black Power philosophy). It is also interesting to note
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that for the younger and less matter-of-fact Market Street group,

a 'good education' or a college career is still something one might

wish for on a projective test; while for the older Bayview and

Prospect Hill groups, school inereastagy becomes a passageway to

that more desirable state which they designate as rbeing no kid no

more.' Hence, despite differences in academic achievement, the per

cent of those who wish to be out of smu^^1 or te% 110 mrewri up lA

about equal for these two groups.

A comparison of levels of aspirations of our three lower

class groups raises some questions concerning Merton's hypothesis

of the relationship between social structure and devianee.(26)

Merton's thesis is based on the,assumption that lower class youths

share the success goals of youths in cther social strata and--

having less access to legitimate means by which such goals may be
achieved--are more likely to rursue than through deviant actions.
However, same empirical studies have found that the aspirations of

lower class youths are much more restricted then Merton assumes.(27)

Data reported here would not only confirm these findings but indicate

that the Merton hypothesis =Theme to be reversed in some instances

at least. Of the three lower class groups in our sample, Bayview
students which have the highest per cent of 'deviants' also exhibit
the lowest level of educational and. occupational aspirations. And

in fact, this low level of aspiration may well be the result rather
then the cause of their deviant behavior: from our informal contacts
with this school, it would seem tbat the responses of our subjects
are a fair reflection of what Bayview considers a 'realistic goal'

for its charges in terms of both their educational and occupational
plans. Our own argument would be tbat the young deviant who comes

into contact with the courts, correctional institutions or 'srecial
schools' is more likely to be confronted with 'definitions of the
situation' whidh tend to restrict his level of aspirations then are
students in a school such as Nhtket Street which seems neither to
encourage nor to inhibit levels of asTiration. Data here strongly
indicate that it is meaningless to talk of aspirations of lower
class youth in overall terms; that there are many varieties of lower
class experiences and life styles; and ttat, accordingly there are
many different levels of aspiration among youths who are often ar-
bitrarily assigned to the same social class position on the basis of
sudh global indicators as parents' occupation, education, income,

race or place of residence. In same instances not represented in the
present study, the Merton hypothesis may well be valid. Yet the
classification scheme to whidh sudh a hypothesis could, be applied
would have to be much more specific then one which merely refers to
'position in the social structure,' as is the case in Merton's anomy
theory.

Attitudes Tbward School

The previous two sections dealt with respondents' notions
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concerning education, their plans for the future and theixb wishes.

This section turns to the school itself. The following table is

based on responses to the question: "What do you like (or dislike)

about your school?" (Responses to a similar question dealing
specifically with teachers are presented in the following section.

TAME ma

WHAT RESPONDENTS LIKE ABOUT SCHOOL
(Per cent of respondents)

BV MS PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

23% 17% 10% 55%

27 65
13

17 3 45

Working Conditions
Good teachers
Getting more attention then in
previous school

No girls to detract you
Smaller classes then in previous

school
They make you work here, you get
more work done then in previous
sdhool

Less chance to get into troUble
then in previous school

Less noise then in previous
school

Less discipaine or easier work
then in previous school

Like arrangement of class
schedules, vocational program,
physical plant

"They hit you if neceswary"
Higher academic standards then
izevious school

Interpersonal Relations
Enjoy social contact with
students and faculty

"Teachers trust students"
Less race prejudice then
previous school

Enjoy co-educational setting
Students are treated like adults
One class (i.e. social class)
of students

43 7 .. 10

17 .. .... ..
7 .. .. ..

10 -- .... 5

IMIND 17
10

es.

3

7

27

(Continued on next page)
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TABLE XXI (Continued)

WHAT 'RESPONDENTS LIKE ABOUT SCHOOL

(Per cent of respondents)

BV MS PH HT
(IN 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

Personal Satisfaction and. Enjoyment
Trips: outings: etc. 20 7 3 5
Something to keep you from
getting bored: something to do -. 7 7 50

Enjoy studying or learning new
things 33 10

Find school "fun" or interesting .. 4 3 40

WHAT TESPONDENTS DISLIKE ABOUT SCHOOL
(Per cent of respondents)

Prisonlike atmosphere
Physical plant: inadequate

facilities
Teaching level too low or do
not get courses they want

Ladk of discipline in class
Too strict
Having to get up early
Lundh or cafeteria
Class size (not enough attention)
Poor teacher or saue teacher

all subjects
No girls
Only one class (i.e. social class)

of people
Dislike studying: too much work,
no fun: long hours

Dislike physical punishment

17 lo

10

7
10
13

3
10

13
20

SIP

23

.., ..... ...

13 53 ...

13 10 ..

7 7 ..

3 20 -.
..- -- --

20

27 25
-MD

Total exceeds 100% because of multiple responses.

In their responses concerning working conditions within the
school, both Bayview and High Tbwers students are for the most part
comparing their present school with previously attended regular
public schools. The attitude of Bayvtew youths: reflected in nen-
tions of what they like, clearly parallels the 'single purpose'
orientation of the school itself: which might be summed up as: "m
your work and stay out of trouble." Both Bayview and High Towers
students are apt to mention that they like the good teachers: the
personal attention, the small classesbut High Towers students
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mention these items twice as often as do Bayview students and are

far less likely to emphasize that here they get their work done.

As 'single purpose' and highly goal-directed establishments, High

Towers would seem to be legitindzed in the eyes of its students by

the competence of its staff and the individual attention raid to

the student (class size is a closely related variable); Bayview,

by the fact that here you do your work. The implication of these
divergent resronses becomes more explicit when we turn to the
category "Personal Satisfaction and Enjoyment." For the Bayview

student, the only ray of pleasure in an otherwise routinized
working week would seem to be occasional trips and outings. In

contrast, most High Towers respondents--and one-third of Market
Street respondents--find school fun or interesting, something to
do, or a place where they enjoy learning new things.

Among Prospect Hill students, the most frequent responses
concerning what they like about schcol refer to contact with teach-
ers and fellow students. 'Pais reflects a theme found throughout

our analysis of this group, namely its relatively strong interper-
sonal relations not only inside but also outside the immediate
family. Although our middle class respondents also enjoy good
interpersonal relationships both inside and outside the school,
High Towers is seen above all as a task-oriented environment where
competent instruction, something to do, personal attention with
regard to the work at hand and. the enjoyment of learning are more
relevant then the social asrects of the school community. This
more 'social' attitude of our Prospect Hill respondents is well
summarized in the following observation taken from the interviewer's
final report: "School comprises a great segment of their lives, so
it is often viewed as a social institution rather than as a primarily
academic or educational one. They have fun in school with their
friends, with some of their teachers, with extra-curricula activi-

ties, etc. In short, school is a social event." At the same time,
however, it is evident that our Prospect Hill respondents also
realize that the school is a place where work must be done. Ibis
is reflected in the fact that under the heading 'dislike about
school' their dominant complaint is lack of disciraine in the class-
room. Here again they show a pattern similar to that we noted with
regard to the Three Wishes Test: School is a practical necessity and
these youths resent conditions which interfere with their performance
of that necessary task. (In contrast to our Bayview sample, however,
the Prospect Hill youths do not list the conditions which facilitate
this job as one of the aspects they like about their school.)

The same matter-of-fact attitude with regard to the 'jab as-
pect' of the school is reflected in the fact that of all four groups
Prosrect Hill respondents have the fewest complaints about discipli-
nary !measures or work requirenents connected with the school. On
that score, the largest number of critical resronses (under "dislike
about school") comes fran the same Bayview group which gave "they
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make you work, you get your work done" as one of the most important
positive aspects of their school. Thus it becomes clear that 'like'
and 'dislike' responses must be seen together in order to gauge the
extent of the student's adbivalence with regard to certain basic
features of the school. For example, 43 per cent of our Bayview
respondents comment Apprnvinoly 441A+ "'May heap you to get your vork
done," but 40 per cent complain about the prisonlike atmosphere in
which such production schedules are achieved; 17 per cent note ap-
provingly that here they have less chance to get into trouble, but
10 per cent complain that the discipline is too strict. Similarly,
33 per cent of our Market Street respondents give 'studying' and
'learning new things' as one of the pleasurable aspects of the
school but 27 per cent complain about having too much work or state
that they dislike to study. A similar ambivalence is found in our
middle class sample, though the balance is more on the positive side:
40 per cent find school 'fun' or 'inter4sC.ng,' but 25 per cent
dislike the drudgery involved.

In the course of the pretest seminar at which some of the
trial tapes for this project were played back, one of the students
observed: "These kids talk about school the way a factory worker
talks about his job." This spontaneous observation seems equally
valid for many of our subsequent interviews; and it is interesting
to look at the data presented in the preceding table in terms of
the following classification of 'motives for working' fran J. A. C.
Brown's The S°.9.1111.11Y212212g.22LITIEtIK:

. . . we have suggested that there are three types of motives
for working, each related in varying degrees to the work itself:

1. The work maybe done as an end in itself . . .

2. It may be carried out willingly for motives other then
(L) but directly associated with the work situation . .

3. It may be carried out for genuinely extrinsic reasons

EVidently, CO is the most satisfactory reason for working, (2)
although less satisfactory is a quite adequate motive, and (3)
is the least satisfactory.(28)

If we recognize that motives do not operate in isolation but
think rather in terms of 'dominant motives' for our four subcultures,
then our groups may well be fitted into Brown's scheme:

(a) The dominant motive for our High Tbwers sample is clearly
intrinsic--school is fun, interesting, something to do.
The social aspect of the school and school as a place "where
they help you to get your work done" has little significance
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for these students.

00 Our-Prospect Hill respondents clearly fall into Brown's
second category. They are twice as likely to mention the
social aspects of the school rather than the intrinsic
enjoyment of having fun, learning new things or having
something to do, and they make no reference to school as
a place where "you get your work done."

(c) Our Bayview respondents fall neatly into Brown's third
category. They mention neither the social nor the in-
trinsic rewards of the school, but nearly half of them
stress the extrinsic aspects of the educational process,
i.e. that you get your work done, stay out of trouble
and get your diploma in return.

(d) Our Market Street respondents are a somewhat mixed picture.
They place more emphasis on socidbility then their middle
class counterparts and more on the intrinsic rewards of
school attendance then our Prospect Hill sample. However,
and despite the fact that on the preceding table they do

.

not score much higher on resentment of discipline then our
Prospect Hill sample and not much higher on resentment of
school 'chorzs' then our High Towers group, we shall find
in the following section on attitudes toward teachers that
acceptance of discipline is one of the problems which dif-
ferentiate our Market Street respondents from the other
two more academically successful groups.

Leaving the Market Street sample aside for the moment as a
'mixed case,' we may note that the Bayview, Prospect Hill and High
Towers samples line up in terms of 'work motivation' in a manner
parallel to that which Brown designates as the range from 'more'
to 'less' satisfactory motives. ftrthermore, we may note that the
distinction between 'intrinsic' and 'extrinsic' motives for work
is, in a way, class related. In The Sociology of Work, lheodore
Caplow states:

We may note in passing that work tends to be regarded as an end
in itself precisely in those spheres where it is highly rewarded,
and as a painfUl necessity wherever it is meanly paid. There is
nothing very obscure in this situation. Ii):3 importance is seen
in the scale of differential values which extends from the lower
end of the occupational scale, where work offers few psychic
rewards and is justified only by the necessity of eating, to
certain specialized positions at the upper end, where work is
its own sufficient goal . .(29)
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In other words, we may argue that our subjects' responses
with regard to school reflect different class related types of
attitudes toward work:

(a) NI,. Tanyviww rilmsponatantA Are similnr to thp alienated worker

to wham work is an 'extrinsic necessity' offering few if
any'psychic' rewards.

(b) Our Prospect Hill respondents also reflect an essentially
lower class work ethic but one in which the harsh realities
of 'e-Atrinsic necessities' are mitigated. by secondary gains
derived from social contact with fellow workers. That such
social relationships can produce significant motivations
and psychic rewards has been amply demonstrated in the work
of Mayo and his followers (starting from the Western Electric
studies) and by various studies in the sociology of formal
organizations.

(c) Our High Towers sample, in turn, reflects the work ethic of
the professional and senior executive groups to which most
of their fathers belong. Not only do 40 per cent of our
sample find their 'work' fan or interesting, but 50 per cent
see is as 'something to do.' While we have noted earlier
that this response may in part be a reflection of their age
it nevertheless reminds one strongly of the professional or
executive trying to develop a hobby against the time when
he will be retired and. without 'something to do.'

Before concluding comments on this table, we might also note
a relationship between these responses and respondents' preferences
for different academic subjects. We have noted from the preceding
table that Market Street respondents score higher then the other
three groups in the response 'liking to learn new things.' As the
following table indicates, they did indeed give more positive re-
sponses to tbe question 'what subjects do you like or dislike' then
any of the other three graaps with one significant exception:
English. From the context of oar interviews it would appear that
this important sUbject--in contrast to sudh areas as social studies,
scicnce and even 'math'-- does not seem to offer this group the
prospect of 'learning new and interesting things.'



TABLE MCII

SUBJECTS LIKED
(Per cent of respondents)

RV MS PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

Arithmetic or 'math' 30 57% 53% 45%Science 37 50 43 35
English 4o 4o 47 60
Social Studies 47 53 33 30
Other sUbjects (music, art,
physical education, health
education, vocational) 4o. 60 63 5

Engilll per cent or respondents
--iebb7Iike subjects minus those

who do not 20 20 35 55

Ibtal exceeds 100 per cent because of multiple responses:

While the foregoing data Teter to the school situation ad
the student actudlly experiences it, ve also included in our
interviews a 'projective' question phrased as follows: "If you
were the pringiyal of this school (or if you were to build your
ovn schodl) and you could do anything you wanted, what would yo4
do or what changes would you make?" (Ndtket Street responses
weie too few to be included in the following table.)

Some of the items in the following table are clearly a
reflection of the youths 'dislikes' concerning their own schools,
sudh as the physical plant and the sex and age composition of the
student body on the part of Bayview respondents; references to
lunch room facilities and schedules on the part of the Prospect
Hill sample, etc. However, we find the table significant because
of what it reveals about our middle class sample. This group
offered the fewest critical responses on direct questions con-
cerning their 'dislikes' about school, yet they gave twice as
many responses as either of the two lover class groups when
asked to describe their 'ideal' school. Here again it is inter-
esting to note that the responses of our middle class subjects
in many ways fit 'the book'--in this ease a book on a progresdive
educational institution (Rummerhill)wNich was widely read around
the time these interviews were conducted and which vas indeed
referred to by IT,se by three of our twenty nigh Tbwers subjects.

il



TABLE um
IF THEY COULD CHANGE THE SCHOOL

(Per cent of respondents)

Working Conditions
Change physical plant and teaching
materials

Change hours or calendar
Change lundh and lunchroom or
lunch schedule

Have small classes or adequate
student-teacher ratio

Ftovide adequate transportation
Have school uniforms

Curriculum, Facult and Student Bo
Good c&i better faculty and
administrative staff 23 37 100

Changes in curriculum (or references
to curriculum) 17 4o 65

References to sex and age
composition of student body 27 13 15

Integrated school 7 15
Separate instruction for good
and poor students 3 15

12frr Urnr JJ. Al 1

(N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

8o% 30%

7 23

7 43

37 17
3

3

20%
30

1111

100

5
15

Student-Teacher Relationships
Strict or fairly strict discipline 10 13 45
NO strict discipline 17 10 70
No physical punishment 17 5
Give students part in decision
making 3 15

Respect and understanding between
students and teachers 50

Creative atmosphere, freedom of
speech, teadh students to think
for themselves 15

Other
3 3 15

TOtals exceed 100 per cent because of multipae responses.

Bayview. As noted earlier, Bayview students' responses under
'likes' about sdhool mainly reflect their appreciation of the
Mechanisms by which one gets one's work done and avoids tioUble;
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at the same time, their dislikes reflect a strong sense of ambiva-
lence with regard to the necessary discipline. On the 'projective'

question, however, the physical nature of the plant, class size and
the composition of the student body take precedence over references

to discipline. While 40 per cent of the respondents in this group
complain about the 'prisonlike' atmosphere of the school, 23 per
cent about physical punishment and 10 per cent about too much dis-
cipline; only 17 per cent mention that if they had their way they
would dbolish physical punishment, and only 17 per cent suggest that
they mould have less strict discipline. In other words, it mould
seem that Bayview students, however ambivalent they maybe with
respect to the discipline they encounter in their school, consider
this an inevitable part of the setting in which one is 'male to
work.' The three things which more then one-fourth of Bayview Ye-
spondeuts would like to see changed are only indirectly related to
the question of discipline: the physics:I...plant; class size (whieh
is not so much a change as a confirmation of one of the character-
istics which differentiates Bayview fran other pUblic schools); and
the composition of the student bodl which refers to a mixture of
desiderata such as having girls, not having girls, or not having
'those little kids' in the lower grades.

Prospect Hill. Comparing the stable lower class grown mith
Bayview respondents, we find fewer differences on the 'projective'
then on the 'like' andklislike' tables. In the latter case, we
found that the Prospect Hill sample's main positive experience in
the school vas its social aspect; their main criticism, a lack of
classroom discipline. But here again the concern with discipline
in the 'real' situation is not reflected in the projection of what
these students mould do if they were xincipal. Rather, the main
emphasis is distributed fairly evenly among 'working conditions,'
i.e. the physical gant and the lunchroom situation, and the nature
of facility and curriculum. And it is in regard to these two latter
items, on mhich the Prospect Hill sample stands clearly midway be-
tween our unstable lower class and our middle class group, that a
certain 'value stretch' is again noticdble. Teachers, administra-
tors and the curriculum are, in a sense, more directly and relevant-
ly related to the adequacy of the educational enterprise then are
buildings, luncheons or even class size. liowever, it is interesting
to note that while for our middle class group faculty and adminis-
tration are a more important factor in their 'ideal' school then is
curriculum, this is not the case for the Prospect Hill sample--
despite the fact that for these youths the latter, 'human,' aspect
of the schoolisamuch more important factor in their 'likes' about
school. The explanation of this difference lies we think,in the
fact that responses tabulated under 'good (or better) faculty and
administrative staff' in the answers to our projecttve question
refer to competence rather than personal relationships. When it
comes to 'liking' school, our stable lower class respondents are
more 'person' oriented, then any of the three other groups; but when
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it comes to 'improving' the school, the lower class student is as

likely to see this as a problem of 'subjects' as that of 'people.'
On the other hand, the middle class student, though as 'person'

oriented, nevertheless places the emphasis first and foremost on
the competence of his teachers and of the administrative staff.

High Towers. On tur3 'like' and 'dislike' questions, the High
Towers sample made very liAle reference to the question of dis-
cipline, much less then did the three lover class groups. Thus it
is doubly noteworthy that it should be this group which places so
much more emphasis on the question of discipline (bath in the
direction of more and of less strict) in describing their 'ideal'
school. The difference here, as with regard to other items on the
'projective' table on which our middle class responaents score
high, seems to us to reflect the fact that--in contrast to the
lower class samplesthis group has an educational 'ideology,' i.e.
an idea of what a good education should be, which our lawer class
subjects totally ladk. Though most High Towers respondents express
a very positive attitude toward their own school (quite a number
said their ideal school would. be 'pretty much like High Tbwers'),
it must be remembered that it is precisely from this, rather than
from the lower class, that the rebellious students of Berkely,
Columbia and other first rate universities have came. (Tbe Black
student revolt on the campus has a different origin.) If we go
down the table of responses regarding the 'ideal school,' we see
that most of the items scored high by our middle class sample are
strikingly similar to demands of university students in revolt:
smaller classes; better faculty and administrative staff; changes
in the curriculum; less formal discipline; more respect and under-
standing between students and teachers; a mDre creative atmosphere
and freedom of expression, etc. It is only in the fact that nearly
one-half of our middle class group would have fairly strict dis-
cipline in their 'ideal school' that they differ from the present
campus rebels, a difference which is probably due both to tbe age
of our respondents and to the fact that High Towers seems to have
succeeded in instilling in its students a healthy respect for
discipline without, however, pulling the reigns so tight as to
make them resentfUl.

In concluding this sectior, a note must be added concerning
its implications for the relationship between our four subcultures
and what it has to say in terms of thE orifianal focus of this re-
search, the of subcultures' hypothesis.

As indicated earlier, both the Bayview and the Prospect Hill
groups clearly reflect a lower class 'work ethic': a job, or for
that matter an education, is a necessary chore which has little
intrinsic pleasure to offer (though for our Prospect Hill group the
drudgery is significantly offset, by secondary benefits in terms of
the sociability encountered in the school environment). We believe
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that the difference between these two groups is partly a reflection

of the differences in interpersonal relations we find evidenced
throughout the interviews. However, an additional factor may be

that Bayview has a large number of relatively recent transfer
students who are new to this particular school. In addition, Bay-

view students at the time these interviews were conducted were less
likely to live in the same area then were students in the regular
public schools. The effects of these particular characteristics of
Bayview are reflected in responses to the question: "Where do you
make most of your friends--in school, in the neighborhood or both?"
Bayview students were more likely then were Prospect Hill students
to report that they made friends in their neighborhood rather than
in the school.

In regard to our Market Street respondents, the overall im-
pression is that more then any other of the three laver class groups
these would like to see school as 'fun,' but are also aware and
resentful of the fact that it is not. As we have seen in different
contexts (i.e. 'purpose of education' and the Three Wishes Test)
this younger group is still somewhat less oriented to 'extrinsic
necessities' sudh as jobs and material possessions, more deeply
involved in authority relationships. Perhaps the best way to
characterize these ytung people is that they have not yet developed
a clearly articulated 'work ethic' with regard to the school, and
at this point we are unable to predict into mhich of Brown's three
categories of 'motivation for work' they will eventually fall.
There is still yet another possibility which, given the age differ-
ences between our respondents, we cannot test.. It is possible that
given an unstable lower claskgroup such as our Market Street re-
spondents and given a 'multipiirpose' sdhool such as Market Street
with its very tangential influence on its students, these youths
will never develop the Clear pattern of work motivation evidenced
by our other three grouDs.

Thrning to the relevance of the data presented in this sec-
tion for the question on which this research vas based; we would
offer the hylotnesia that it is not the lower class but the middle
class child who is likely to experience a conflict of sUbcultures
between home and school. It is the middle class sample that has
the most clearly articulated ideas as to what a school should be,
and -ohne many of these ideas may reflect the reality of High
Towers: we have also noted the similarity of their responses to
an educational ideology which, at the time of our interviews, was
quite popular in the progressive intellectual circles to which
many of their parents belong. If these youngsters were sent to
Bayview, they would be the one's to experience a severe 'culture
shodk.'

We have noted earlier that the educational ideology presented
by our middle class respondents closely parallels that reflected in
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the current rebellion on many college campuses. Middle class youths

clearly seem to experience a 'conflict of lubcultures' between the

'private sphere' of their home environment and the world of the

'multiversity.' On the other hand, tbe current struggle over com-
munity control of black ghetto schools in New York City reflect a

'conflict of sUbcultures' different fram that on which our original

research vas based. As we have stressed throughout the preceding
sections, for our lower class sUbjects education means a preparation
for the WIrla nf mmici Ana gethonl ig first and foremost the place

vhere that preparation must take place, 'extrinsic' or painful as it

may. be. It is not a conflict aver the desirability of this goal for
the lower class student but over the failure of the school to actual-

ly achieve it, that parents and.teadhers confront each other as
antagonistic 'sacultures' on such topic as the decentralization of
the New York pUblic school system.

Attitudes Tbward Ttachers

Me previous section reviewed the attitudes of subjects con-
cerning the school as an educational institution or process. This

section deals with ansvars to such questions as: "What do you like
and dislike about your teachers?)" "What makes a good or bad

teacher?," etc. And here we have an imdication of the extent to
which the perception of an institution on the part of subjects is
congruent with the attitude toward the people who are its living
representatives.

A comparison of total number of responses shows that all
four groups find it easier to express their likes and dislikes
concerning their teachers then those concerning the more abstract
school. Characteristically, the only exception is the response of
our middle class group to the question concerning their 'ideal'
school.

As the following table indicates--and despite consistent dif-
ferences in the language patterns of interviews--one must be careful
in speaking of one group of resyondents being 'more articulate' tben
another. In fact, the different nuMber of responses given by the
different groups for different questions would seem to depend very
much on the nature of the questions tbemselves; and our own sugges-
tion would be that differences in response rates are dependent upon
'experiential factors' no less then upon cognitive style. For ex-
ample, the Bayvtew group which by any index of cogiitive style is
far lecs articulate then the middle class control group nevertheless
gives far more zesponses concerning dIslikls of their school and
teacherspossibly, we would venture, because they have more to dis-
like.' The fact that Bayview students) for instance, refer more often
then do High Towers students to the need for changes in physical
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plant would seem to reflect not differences in cognitive and lin-
guistic style so much as the very real and material differences
between the school buildings in which the two groups are taught.

TABLE XXIV

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES TO SCHOOL RELATED QUESTIONS

BV MS PH HT*
(30 subjects in eadh group)

What they like about school 29 35 27 97
What they dislike about school 43 24 28 16

Academic subjects they like 61. 94 80 66
Academic sdbjects they do not like 11 36 35 36

If they could change the school 75 OM 73 219

Purpose of education 48 65 70 92

What they like about teachers 56 94 93 120
What they dislike about teachers 51 131 94 18

* Projected to 30 subjects on the basis of 20 actual interviews.

Indeed, it is only with regard to the most abstract item in this
table, i.e. the question on the purpose of education, that response
rates run consistently in the direction we would expect from our
knowledge of the academic performance of our sdbjects and their
command of the language. (We do not at this stage plan to under-
take a linguistic analysis of tapes, but the foregoing would seam
to support the contention of thelqp who plaip Vint +Asts 4,,v^iving
veebal performance are never quite 'culture free' and that per-
formance on them is related not only to class-linked patterns of
speech but also to differences with regard to significance of
topics to the respondents.)

In view of these considerations, we would hesitate to put
too much weight on a comparison of response rates of the four
groups of youths. We would, however, like to note some of the
differences in response rates on different stibjects within each
group.

That our middle class subjects should offer many more posi-
tive then negative comments about the school and its staff is
hardly surprising. What seems somewhat oak however, is the fact
that the reverse is not the case for our Bayview group, the one
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most hostile to the educaUonal process. AS we shall attempt to

dhow later, this tendency to give more positive then negative re-

sponses to all 'like-dislike' questions holds true for this group

with regard also to people in general but is reversed in one

notable mse-wtheir likes and dislikes concerning their yarents.

Since this group was interviewed under the same conditions as the

Market Street sample, and since the latter shows a very different

pattern, we dotibt that the inhibition of negative responses was
solely due to the interviewing situation as such.

Among Market Street respondents, the high ratio of negative

responses cancerning their teachers would seem to reflect the degree

to which this younger group is still bound up in a love-bate rela-

tionship with authority.

The most balanced picture is presented by our stable lower
class Baltimore group which gives a practically even nuMber of
positive and negative responses with regard to the school as well

as to their teachers. This is doubly noteworthy in view of the
fact that this group seems to have much more personal contact with
their teachers then the lower class New York samples, is more
likely to discuss its occupational and educational ylans with them,
and reports more favorable and fewer unfavorable comments from their
teachers then the other two lower class groups. Furthermore, our
Prospect Hill sample seems not only to have a fairly balanced 'like-
dislike' attitude toward its teachers but, in contrast to Bayview
respcmdents, is fairly realistic about the reciprocity of such

relationships. Of fifteen respondents in our Bayview sample who
answered the question: "Do you think teachers like teaching?" 87
per cent said yes; 2 per cent said no; and 11 per cent were un-

certain. Of nineteen Prospect Bill subjects who answered the same
question 58 per cent said yes; and 42 per cent said no. Most of
aur Bayview students explained their answers by such comments as:
"Well, he stands up there, doesn't he?," whereas Prospect Hill
respondents .were more likely to refer to specific actions or facial
expressions of their teachers or to the behavior of students which
may or may not make a teacher's task rewarding.

This difference in the perception of the teacher as a person
rather than the embodiment of a social role is also reflected in
the following; responses to the question: "Does liking a teacher
make a difference in haw well you like a subject or how well you
do in it?"

From subjects' responses to questions concerning their likes
and dislikes with regard to specific academic sUbjects, it would
seen that, in reality, liking a teacher and liking the subject be
teaches is more closely correlated for our Payview group then for
our High abwers subjects. Yet here again the sUbject's 'definition
of the situation' is significant even if it is not born out by the
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evidence. In a study of white and Negro high school youths, David
Gottlieb found that "The higher the class background the greater
the belief that the teacher is aware of and understands the goal
of the students."(30) Our general impression, derived from a com-
pexison of our four subcultures, is that this proposition can also
be stated as follows: The higher the class background, the more
likely the student is to be aware of and relate to the teacher as
a person.rather than as the faceless performer of an official role.

voulA suspect tl,et such differences in basic student-teacher
relationships maybe as much or even more significant for the
students academic career then his dbt%ract ideas concerning
'education' or 'the school.'

TABLE X3CV

LIKING.A TEACHER MAKES A DIFFERENCE IN HOW WELL ONE WORKS
(Ter cent of respondents)

It rakes a difference
It rakes no difference
Depends on circumstances

BV PH HT
(N 18) (N 18) (N 20).

17% 72% 65%
66 28 15
17 -- 20

1.055T l00% l00%

After these preliminary remarks, we now turn to findings
regarding our respondents' specific likes and dislikes concerning
their teachers.

For all four groups of youths, the most important factor in
the judement of the teacher is his personal relationship to the
student, and especially his personal concern and helpfulness. How-
ever, our stdble lower class group is somewhat more likely to give
critical comments regarding the teacher-student relationship. While
none of the four groups expresses a liking for strict teachers, the
Payview sample is more vocal in its negative resentment of a strict
disciplinarian then in its positive evaluation of a more lenient
teacher; our Market Street sample places equal emphasis on disliking
a strict and liking a lenient teacher; and our Prospect Hill sample
seens somewhat more inclined to opt for the teacher who is 'fun'
then to express resentment of those who are too strict. Our middle
class smnple, on the other hand, expresses little concern with the
disciplinary aspects of the teacher-student relationship and, much
more then any of the three lower class groups, emphasizes personality
and competence. We.believe that the following restatement of three
salient features indicated in the below table brings out what we
feel to be the significant differences between our four groups.

1+9
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TABLE xxvI

WHA.T RESPONDENTS LIKE ABOUT THEIR TEACMRS
(Per cent of responses)

BV MS PH HT
(N 56) (N 94) (N 93) (N 80)

Discipline
Is strict, makes you work 10% 3% 9% 2%
Is not too strict, not too
much work 6 13 6 4

Is fun, kids around 7 9 16 1
Eoes not yell or hit 9 11 4.

1 __
Gives extra time for reports ,..- 3 .. ._

-§-21 -§g 7. 7%
Personal Qualities

(personality, appearance, etc.) .... _21 2% 11%

Relationship to Students
Cares, is concerned, nice,
helpfUl, etc. 27% 24% 27% 26%

Fair treatment, gives you
second chance 10 9 6 6

Has respect for students,
does not eMbarrass them 6 2 4 3

Takes time to talk to students 3 5 2
Edscusses studens personal
prdblems 2 2 8

If you're nice to them they are
nice to you 2 5

Gives students a chance to
express themselves in class

ir4 It2-;.

..... 7

NM ma

.ND

Competence
competent, stimulating,

explains well, dedicated,
tries to teach you) lk 12% 17% 4o*

l00% 3.0o% in3

WHAT RESPONDENTS DISLIKE ABOUT THEIR TEACHERS
(Per cent of responses)

Edscitkim.
Hits, yells, too strict 37% 26% 18% --%
Wbrks you too hard .... 9 1 ...

Does not keep discipline in class .... 5 4

37% :Ea 23%

(Continued on next page)

BV MS PH HT
(N 51) (N 131) (N 96) (N 12)
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TABLE XVI (Continued)

WHAT RESPONDENTS DISLIKE ABOUT THEIR TEACHERS
(Per cent of responses)

mv MS PH HT
(N 51) (N 131) (N 96) (N 12)

RelationshiEto Students
Not intemsted, meaThissy awl:, 1.470 16% ....70ntd , ^id d

Unfair, pidks on students,
does not trust thcm 18 23 27 ..

Dons not admit if hp is wrong _. 1 1 17
Makes fun of or-dar4 not

.

respect students -- 5 5 -.

Net concerned with students'
fkiture --- -- 1 --

No chance .0.3 express views in
class, not enough encouragement --

Personal Qualities
(show off, poor dresser, etc.)

Competence (incompetent, teaches
nothing, acts bored, etc.) 15%

2 17
-47.f 54 34

6% ...A

SUMMARY: LIKES AND DISLIKES ABOUT TEACHERS

(Per cent of responses)

MS PH HT
Strict Discipline

BV

Likes strict discipline 10%
Edslikes strict discipline 37

Discipline
Likes less discipline 22%
Dislikes lack of discipline SO

3% 9% 2%
35 19

36% 23%

5

5%

Relationship to Students
Positive comments 50 47% 49% 42%
Negative comments 44 41 52 34

Personal Qualities
Positive comments -4 2% 2% 11%
Negative comments 4 2 6 --

Competence
Likes aompetent teacher
Dislikes incompetent teacher

18% 12% 17% 40%
15 17 19 66
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While we shall combine positive and negattve responses from dif-

ferent tables which, in a serse, are non-additive, me shall do Jo

in order to compare not so mach the specific features of their

teachers that our students like but those characteristics referred

to most frequently.

mAnvo vv."
al.CLAJ.I.11.,

SUMMARY: TEACHERS' CHARACTERISTICS
(Per cent If responses)

References to Disci line

EV MS PH HT

69% 79% 55% 7%

References to Personal Qualities
categories,- 37% 33% 44 104

The above table suggests the correlation between social
class and 'social competence' to whiCh we shall return in greater

detail later. The latter requires a maximum of self direction,
i.e. a vdnimum of concern with 'controls frau without' and a
maximum of 'de-centering.' In other words, the ability to relate
to other persons and situations in terms of their intrinsic or
universalistic nature and qualities rather than in terms of their
particularistic or immediate sUbjective meaning for the actor.
Our Market Street sample is the one still most closely involved
with the authority role of the teacher and least aware of their
own personal qualities and campetence. On the other hand, our
Prospect Hill sample, while not too different from our two lower
class New York grown, seems to have moved somewhat in the direc-
tion indicated by what may be a 'polar case' represented by our
middle class sample: toward deemphasis of authority relationships
and emphasis on personal qualities and competence.

The different degrees of emphasis on the 'faceless authority'
of the teacher found in the foregoing is also reflected in answers
to the question: "What do you think your teachers expect of you?"
(Also phrased as "What do they want you to do?," "What do they
bug you about?," etc.)
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TABLE =II

WHAT DOES THE TEACHER EXPECT OF THE STUDENT
(Per cent of respondents)

BV NS PH
(N 30 for each)

Attend classes, go to school, get an
education, get your diploma, etc. 40% 8% 10%

Behave in class, obey teacher, don't
get into trouble, etc. 97 63 70

Study, do your work, learn, etc. 43 33 53
Dress neatly, don't chew gun, have

good manners 3 4 20
Set example for younger students 3
Take care of school proNrty. .- 4

Cry when you get into trouble -_, 4

Good motivation or good work (in
contrast to just 'work' or
'study' above) -... 16 43

Behave like a 'normal' kid -- 4 7
Teachers expect too much -- -- 13
Teachers are concerned about students'
fUture -_ -- 7

Be cooperative, sociable or reasonable "- 4 13

Ibtals exceed. 100 per cent because of multiple responses.

SUMMARY OF TEACHERS EXTECTATTONS AS SEEN BY STUDENTS
(Per cent of responses)

BV MS PH
(N 57) (N 40) (N 70)

Attend classes, get education, get
diploma, etc. 21% 5% 4%

Behave, obey, don't get into
trouble, etc. 52 47 30

Study, do your work, learn, etc. 22 25 23
Other responses 5 23 43

I-66

Thking the twk., tables in combination, we again find evidence
of the similarity between basic attitudes of our stable,and unstable
lower class sUbcultures and the 'value stretch' of the former. Tak-
ing the first three categories on our two tables ('attend, behave
and study') as the stereotyped expectation attributed to a more or
less faceless educational functionary, we find that these responses
make up nearly th& whole view of the teachers' expectations for our
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Bayview group, 77 per cent of all responses for our Market Street

gToup but only 57 per cent of all responses for our Prospect Hill

sample. That despite this significant difference the response of

the last group still reflects a basically lower class percention
of the teacher may be seen in tle contrast with our middle class
sample whose response to this question was generally 'Get into
college' or, more often, 'get into a good college.' The terms used

in the first three 'stereotyped' categories in the foregoing tables
were not employed by the middle alass respondents. just as in

rating the teacher the middle class respondent placed major emphasis
on personal qualities and performance rather than on discipline, so

he expects to be judged not in terms of conforming or obedient be-
havior but in terms of the adequacy.of his own performance as
measured by the goal of his 'single purpose' school.

Comparing Bayview with Prospect Hits subjects we find that
the differences between the two groups reflect both the 'value
stretch' noted earlier and the greater tendency of Prospect Hill
youths to relate to the teacher as an individual (and to expect
the teacher to relate to them in the same fashion), also found
earlier. Our Prospect Hill smnple is more likely then either of ;.

the two other lower class.groups to give responses other then
those in the 'stereotyped' categories--and among these, the most
important is again a response related to performance: to show good
motivation or to do good work.

As to our Market Street sample, its lower response rate in
the 'stereotyped' categories must be seen in the context of the
fact that this group has the lowest response rate of the three
groups on the foregoing tables. Bence, for a comparison of our
sUbcultures the summary given in terns of per cent of responses
must also be taken into account. This summary indicates that in
terms of relative significance which the di'ferent items have for
our three groups, the item 'Attend, get an education, get your
diploma' seems clearly to reflect the 'special purpose' of Bayview;
stereotyped references to performance (i.e. 'Study, do your work,
etc.) are ranked nearly equally by all threc groups; but the items
'Behave, obey, etc.' and 'Other responses' ran in opposite directions,
indicating a decreasing emphasis on authority and an increasing
reference to more individualized perceptions of the teacher as we
move from our most alienated to our stdble lower class group.

Our findings in this section confirm what we noted earlier
with regard to our subjects' attitude toward the school. Though
for all of our lower class youths the purpose of education is
essentially pragmatic, i.e. a necessary preaMble to the job market,
the groups vary significantly in their reaction to the school and
its personnel. just as for our Bayview sample attending sdhool is
essentially a task which has only 'extrinsic' rewards, if any; so
the teacher is seen primarily as a disciplinarian who, hopefUlly,
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will relate to his student with understanding and concern, but
whose expectations are defined in a fairly stereotyped way with
major emphasis placed on obedience. For our Prospect Hill sample,
on the other hand, the school does have its 'secondary' rewards in
the form of sociability; and the teacher is less likely to be
judged in terms of his status as a disciplinarian, somewhat more
likely to be seen in terms of his personal qualities and competence,
and more likely to be viewed as relating to the student in a less
stereotyped manner, putting less eillphasis on the student's obedience
and more emphasis on the quality of bis performance. Our Market
StreeG sample, on the other hand, is more likely to stress the
enjoyment of 'learning new things,' i.e. the intrinsic rewards of
the educational process; but at the same time, in its perception
of the teacher it shows a great deal of resentment of his authority
role and evidences less ability then the other two groups to Utink
of the teacher not simply as an authoritY figure but as someone who
has certain.expectations with regard to the student. In short,
this group seems to have the least 'integrated' view of the educa-
tional process as reflected in their inability to accept that
while learning new things can be 'fun,' the educational process
also requires a certain amount of discivline. (This tendency to .

compartmentalize responses--which is characteristic for many
respondents In our Market Street samplehat been discussed at
same length in our interim report.) The comparison of perception
of teachers' expectations as it wales tetween thethreelower class
graaps in our sample points to an important factor in school adjust-
ment and 'social competence' in general which, we believe, has not
been given sufficient emphasis in the educational literature.

In the study of the 'disadvantaged learner' much attention
has been paid to problems of 'deprivation' in terms of range of
information, linguistic patterns and cogniGive styles directly
relevant to academic achievement. Although it has been generally
stressed that t7:mse factors are related to the social experience
of the lower class child, there seems to be a tendency to reduce
these'experiences to categories which are amenable to the develop-
ment of testing instruments. We would agree that many of the
categories derived in this fashion are relevant and probably valid.
Yet we feel that in the process of reduction the full significance
of differences in social experience tends to get lost. School is,
among other things, a social situation). and the ability to respond
successfully (in the sense of attainingbwhatever goal one wishes
to achieve in a ;articular social interaction) is to a large extent
a function of the skills and expectations one talbgs to that situation
on the basis of past experience. However, the experiential componentwhich thus becomes a signifint factor in any interpersonal situation,
including the school setting, cannot be reduced to 'information' and
'cognittve styles' .ia which these variables are measured in terms of
IQ; tests or tests based on academic requirements and skills. Our'data would seem to indicate that an additional factor is the ability



'to take the role of the other,' that is, to take into account the

particular qualities and expectations of the reople with wham one

interacts. In Development of Bole-Taking and Communications Skills

in Children John H. nawellpoints to the relationship between the

ability to take the role of the other' and the ability to communi-

cate successfully.(3l) While Flawell's work did not touch uron the

class factor, we believe that the same experiments conducted by him

and his associates would show similar differences in role taking

ability when yezformed with sUbjects fram different social stre+-a.

We suspect that such a study would produce a picture similar to that

discussed. by Lerner in his comparison of traditional and modern
societies: the more 'modern' or 'middle class' groups would tend to

zhow a higher ability for 'empathy,' a term which is defined by

Wdbster as "Imaginative projection Of one's own consciousness into
another being"- or, in the language of role theory, the prerequisit

for 'taking the role of the other.'

Our data on student's perceptions of teacher's expectations
indicate that the stable lower class sUbjects are more likely to
see the teacher as an individual rather than a stereotyped.func-

fionary. In the following sections of this report, we shall show
how this greater ability to see people as individuals andp-therefore,

more adequately 'take their role' has its roots in the experiences

which the student brings to the school setting.

Parents' Attitude Toward Education

In one respect, responses of subjects would almost seem to
reverse the basic idea behind the 'conflict of sUbcultures hypo-

thesis.' One-half of our middle class sample state that there is
'not much' pressure from parents with regard to academic achieve-
ment, and twelve out of twenty feel that there is more pressure
put on them by the school then by their parents. But such resronses
must tot be misunderstood. In vme instances, the competitive
spirit of the school is enough to keep the student working at top
capacity (one of the best students in our samrle rerorts that 'We
don't talk muah about school') and others clearly indicate that
they are aware of the indirect and manipulative ways in which some
parents may convey their desires to their children ("They don't
pressure me, but they say it would be nice . . o," etc.). Most of
our lower class respondents, on the other band, report that parents
place great emphasis, if not on school achievement, then at least
on attendance and Obedience. For example, two lower class respond-
ents quoted their mothers as saying that "If you fail in school I'm
going to throw you out of the house"; in contrast, one of our middle
class subjects remarked of her parents: "They would like me to get
into a good college, but if I don't make it they won't throw me
In short, as far as the importance of school attendance is concerned,
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our lower class subjects are clearly not exposed to a conflict
of sacultures.

Interviews also indicate that most of the parents of our
sUbjects are aware of the importance of homework and make some
attempt to check whether or not it is being done. In fact, some
of our subjects report that on days when they have no homework or
came home without books they are 'nagged' by their parents to the
point that they pretend to do some work even if none has been
assigned. When asked who helped them with their homework or
checked to see if they had done it, subjects responded as follows:

TABLE XXIX

WHO HELPS WITH HOMEWORK
(Per cent of respondents)

BV MS PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

Father 23% 13% 10% 20*
Maher 37 23 20
Either parent 30 13 35
Siblings 37 13 13 25
Teachers and other school
personnel 20 3 20 4o

Others 10 10

Of course, the meaning of the term 'helping' in this
context is rather flexible and may range from a scientist who
helps his son with his algebra to a semi-literate mother who may
only look at the student's notebook and has little ability to
correct his mistakes. Also, in many cases we have included refer-
ences by our middie class sample to the fact that they could get
help if they asked for it, even if, they added, they seldom did.
However, the above table is presented to indicate that whatever
makes the difference between the academic performance of the
Prospect Hill and the two lower-class New York samples it would
not seem to be a greater degree of interest in or supervision of
their hamework on the part of parents or older siblings.

There would, on the other hand, seem to be varying degrees
of the participation of parents in school affairs. The following
table summarizes sUbjects' responses to the question: "Do your
parents ever come to school? On what occasion?"
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TABLE MCC

PARENTS VISITING SCHOOL
(Per cent of respOndents)

BV MS PH

(N 30 for all groups)

Parents attending PTA meetings 3% 3% 43%

Visit during open school week) called
in for misdemeanor of student or to

see teachers on othe E uvAzabiunD 50 44

This table clearly shaws one difference between our stable

and unstable lover class samples and one which we shall also see

reflected in the leisure time activities of their children. Parents

of Prospect Hill respondents are more likely to participate involun-
tary school activities while low--7 class New York parents are likely

to came to school only to discuss the progress or problems of their

child. How much participation in PTA activities seems to be taken

for granted by many of our Prospect Hill respondents is reflected in

the response of one who, when asked to describe his mother, replied:

"Well, she is kind, of average. Goes to PTA meetings and all that.".

While nearly all of our respondents say that their families
consider education 'important,' there were some differences when we
asked just what their parents had said in this connection. The fol-

lowing table summarizes the responses of the lower class groups.
(Here again, as with expectations of teachers, the responses ci the
middle class control group do not fit into most of the lower class

categories.)

TABLE XXXI

WHAT PARENTS SAY ABOUT EDUCATION
(Per cAnit of respondents)

Get a good education, stay in school,
finish school, attend elasses 70% 43% 56%

Behave, obey your teacher, don't get
into trouble 17 30 3

Study, read, do your work, do well 20 23 17
Refer to importance of education in

connection with getting a job 10 27 30
Refer to importance of education in

connection with raising a family 3 3 7
Threaten to punish subject if he does
not go to school 10 7 7

Refer to fact that they themselves
tea not have the chance' -- 10 13

Seldom talk about education 27 3 3
Whrn subject that if he flunks out he
will be 'bum,' turn bad or be like
some relative who also dropped out 6 17 3

Totals exceed 100 per cent because of multiple recponses.

BV MS PH
(N 30 for all groups)



The first three items on this table are the same noted under
'teachers' expectations' as being more or less stereotyped responses.
However, we find that while all three lower class groups tend to
mention 'Go to school, get an education, etc.' more often as an ex-
pectation of parents than of teachers, all three mention teachers
more often than parents with regard to the other two stereotyped
responses, i.e. 'Obey, behave, etc.' and 'Learn, study, do your work,'
etc. Nevertheless, when we consider the relative weight of these
stereotyped responses in the total picture, we find that the youths'
responses concerning parental and teachers' expectations run in a
similar direction.

TABLE XXXII

PARENTAL VS. TEACHERS' EXPECTATIONS
(Per cent of responses)

'Stereotyped. Responses' (attend, obey,
work, etc.)
Etrents' expectubions
Teachers' expectations

BV MS PH
(R 30 for eadh group)

64% 57% 49%
95 77 57

Other Responses
Parents' expectations 36% 43% 51%
Teachers' expectations 5 23 43

'Stereotyped Responses'4
Teachers' minus parents' expectations 31% 20% 8%

The foregoing table suggests that the tendency to 'stereotype'
parental and teachers' expectations declines simultaneously, indi-
cating that it is function of differences in general 'role taking'
ability rather than a tendency related to the specific topic under
review. FUrthermore, we note that while the Bayview and Market
Street groups gtve a higher percentage of 'stereotyped' responses
with regard to the teacher rather than the parent, our Prospect Hill
sample with its greater 'role taking' ability tends to give sudh
responses in about equal measure for both groups. Finally we note
that since expectations of parents and teachers are largely seen in
terms of the same categories, there is little room for a 'conflict
of sacultures.' Nor does a comparison of 'other responses' on the
tables for parents' and teachers' expectations respectively appear
to give any indication of a perception of conflicting demands or
expectations.

Earlier, we noted that when asked about their teachers' ex-
pectations, our Prospect Hill sample gave the largest number of
responses while our Market Street group had the greatest difficulty
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with this question. However, when we asked later in the interview
what their parents 'nag them about' (a phrase which seemed more
meaningful to many of our subjects than the more abstract 'expect
of them') we found that it was our Market Street sample with its
strong attachment to parental authority that gave the greatest num-
ber of responses (a total of 112); our Bayview sample gave 39
responses; and our Prospect Hill sample (the one relatively most

'de-centered' from the family) gave only 23 responses. The fol-

lowing summary shows trends which confirm some of our previous

observations:

TABLE =ail
WHY PARENTS 'NAG!

(Per cent of respondents)

Matters related to the school
Behave, don't get into troUble
Make something of yourself,
don't be a 'bum'

Others (be home on time, take
care of siblings, etc.)

BV MS PH
(N 26) (N 24) (N 17)

42% 100% 36%.
81 100 47

12 54 18

16 33 36

Totals exceed 100 per cent because of multiple responses.

Here again a comparison of Bayview and Prospect Hill re-
sponses shows a similar difference in relative emphasis on 'standard'
vs. more 'individualized' items. Bayview youths report more admoni-
tions than do Prospect Hill youths to 'Stay, behave or do well in
school,' fewer references to 'Making something of yourself' and items
such as being home on time or taking care of siblings.

Once again, also, Market Street youths come out a nixed lot.
They report more 'nagging' with regarl to school and behavior than
do Prospect Hill youths, but they also report more 'nagging' with
regari to 'Making something of yourself and not being a bum.'

Interestingly, respondents' reports on the causes of 'nagging'
do not quite jibe with their reports on the causes of punishment.
When asked what they get punished for, 63 per cent of the Market
S reet sample, 59 per cemt of the Bayview sample, and 58 per cent

f

o the Prospect Hill sample mention matters related to school. Thus,
s bjects are much more similar in the number reporting-being punished
.20x; school-related misbehavior than they would seem when we compare
the relative frequency mitt which they report being 'nagged' on the

. J.
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subject.

Although we did not press our subjects on either of these
questions and hence would not place too much weight on a quantita-
tive comparison of these responses, implicit in the responses and
the interviews themselves is a suggestion touched upon earlier in
this report. As indicated in the beginning of this section, it
would appear highly doubtfUl that a 'content analysis' of what par-
entm ncimmlly *121+^ thetr cmldren tells the whole story. We must,
rather, take into account the fact that respondents receive such
communications within the overall context of a long-standing rela-
tionship. Thus, the middle class subject who reports, "my parents
don't pressure me dbout school," knows very well that his parents
attach great importance to school achievements or to the occupational
status for which such achievements are prerequisites; and--as spelled
out specifically by some of our High Tbwers respondents--while par-
ents may not 'pressure' but only 'suggest' ("It would be nice,
darling, if.. . ."), to the well socialized middle class child the
intent of the 'suggestion' is abundantly Clear.

By the same contextual token, lower class New York subjects.
would seem to view parental admonitions as a kind of routine--the
sort of thing harrassed parents say while clearing the table or
turning temporarily from the television set; a communication, in
short, that has little real significance for the youth to whom it
is addressed.

But here again, this would not seem to mean that our lower
class New York subjects are confronted with a 'conflict of subcul-
tures.' On the contrary, there is the distinct impression that many
tend to react to the admonitions'Stvin schooll"Get an education,'
'Do your work,' etc. in the same way whether it comes from parents
or teachers.

Family Belationshia

In the previous sections, we stressed that the school must
be seen as an interpersonal situation to which the student brings
a set of expectations and habitual responses derived from his ex-
perience outside the school setting. Hence the question arises:
To what extent does the student's perception of his teacher parallel
his percertion of the first 'significant others' he has en4ountered
in his young life, that is to say, his parents? Two items in our
interviews were specifically designed to exraore this question:
'What kinds of people are your rerents?' and 'What do you like and
dislike about them?' While many of our subjects had trouble with
the first item, such responses as they gave indicated for the most
part a rositive appraisal of their parents--"They are nice," "They
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are alright," "They care abaat me," etc, However, a review of the

interviews as a whole often reveals a different story. In many in-

stances, communication between youths and parents seems poor,

superficial and limited to routine admonitions. What the subject

indicates as a 'close' relationship to a parentusually the mother

--often turns out to be a relationship of domination and control

rather than one of interaction. Few of our lower class sabjects

are as perceptive as the Bayview student vto observed that his

mother did not like him because "She don't like men" and indicated

that he sympathized with her, "Seeing what my father was like."

In the beginning, we tended to wite off stereotyped refer-

ences to 'nice' parents as an texpected. answer.' However, it is

interesting to note that a mental health study conducted in midtown

Manhattan and which interviewed adults only, found a similar tendency

for lower class sUbjects to report having had fewer teenage disagree-

ments witn tneir parents than did subjects in higher socioeconomic

strata.(32) The reporb on this study notes that "these data ;are in

apparent contradiction to some of Davis' generalizations concerning

lower class aggression." (33) Yet it would seem to us that a dis-

tinction must be made between verbal disagreement or criticimn and;

abusive language and aggressive behavior. Comparing the responses

of lower class sUbjects to those of middle class contras among our

own interviewees, it would seem that because the middle class child

is able to verbalize a critical attitude toward his parents or adults

in generaland because in adolescence this criticimn is, in a sense,

legitimated by what we earlier termed bis awareness of ybat 'the

book' says--he is less likely to hit out blindly in abusive language

or physical acts of aggression. For our lawer class sUbjects, on
the other hand, conflict with parents is much more likely to be seen

as part of a general process of 'getting into trouble' to which they

refer frequently in many different contexts and which they seem to

experience more as a 'happening' than as a consequence of their ovn

actions or of the attitudes and actions of others. Here, subtle

differences in the use of language are quite revealing. Lower class

sUbjects often make statements such as "I have to obey her. She is

my mother"; while middle class sUbjects are more likely to say that

one should obey one's parents. In the first instance, the parental
role is viewed as a natural and inevitable law; in the second, it is

seen as a social norm whiolA, though hedged by strong sanctions, is
nevertheless not quite on a par with the movement of the planets

and the cycle of the seasons.

Because of the tendency of many of our lover class sUbjects
to 'reify' the role of their parents, ve have attempted. to make a
rough assessment of parent-child relationships from interviewers'
ratings based on a consideration of the total interview. While the
following table must thus be seen as a rather subjective estimate,
the writer, (having listened to all tapes on which this report is
based), feels that it correctly reflects basic differences between
our four 'subcultures.'

4,1.5.46Yst"...
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TABLE MOEN

RESPONDENTS' RELATIONSHIP WITH FAMILY

BV MS PH HT
(N 28) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

No positive relationship 66%

Fair relationship .
27

Gov, or cl^se re1ati^tish4p 7
100%

20% 25% 10%
47 29 25

33 46 6 5

iz... 104 1004h

As mdght be expected on the basis of other stulies of lower
clads families, and. in view of the significant nuMber of homes in
our sampae in whidh no fatber is present, all lower class subjects
are likely to feel closer to their mother than to their father.
However, stable lower class sabjects are more likely to express
positive feelings toward their father or both parents than are
subjects in the two unstable lower class New York groups. In

addition, Prospect Hill respondents report a close or positive .

relationship with older siblings twice as frequently as do lower
class New York respondents--despite the fact that thay are no more
likely than the New York youths to have older brothers and sisters.
There is no difference, however, in the extent to which these three
groups report a positive relationship with younger siblings.

Although as noted earlier most sUbjects,have a tendency to
see their parents as 'nice,' there is quite a difference in what
being 'nice' means in this particular context. The following table
summarizes responses to the question: "What do you like or dislike
about your parents? (This question was not asked of our middle
class sample.)

It is interesting to note that all three lower class groups
have greater difficulty articulating 'likes' and 'dislikes' with
regard to their parents than is evident in their responses regard-
ing teachers, friends or 'people' in general. Bayview respondents
have the greatest trouble here--a total of only 24 responses of
which more than half are critical. The Market .Street group, which
is still most involved with the family, has a higher response rate
but offers only a low per cent of critical responses (15 per cent
of 52 responses). Prospect Hill respondents, on the other hand,
offer the largest number of comments on this question and, in the
relative weight of critical responses, rail between the strong
nostility of Bayview respondents and tne high acceptance of par-
ental authority of Market Street sUbjects.
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TABLE MV

WHAT RESPONDENTS LIKE ABOUT THErR PARENTS
(Per cent of responses)

BV MS PH
(N 11) (N 44) (N 54)

They give E2 things, they do things
for me 30% 23% 31%

They do things with me, take me places 6o 3 4

11

36

11

7

16"0%

It's easy to talk to than. I am close
to them .

-- 23
They're nice people to be arour.d, easy
tO get along with -- 16

They keep ne out of troUble -- 35
Other characteristics 10 --

l00% l00%

WHAT RESPONDENTS DISLIKE ABOUT THEIR PARENTS
.

(Per cent of responses)

BV MS PH
(N 13) (N 8) (11 24)

They nag 30% 62% 34%
They won't gtve me things 8
One or both parents drink 23 4
Stibject resents authority, restrictions
or 'too many chores' 23 25 30

Parents are unfair, do not trust subject,
do not keep promises, talk about
sUbjects behind their backs, 'pick'
on subjects 24 13 12

Mother is too permissive 4
Mother does not always dress nicely,
always on the 'phone Mt OS OP 8

iôö 115"-q ToW

Leaving aside the Bayview group, which gave very few re-
sponses to this question, we note the difference in emphasis between
what Market Street and Prospect Bill respondents respectively like
about their parents. The responses of stable lower class group are
nearly equally divided between 'self centered' and 'de-centered'
responses:--35 per cent of responses refer to what parents do for
the subject ("They do things for me or with me," "Take me placas,"
"Give me things"), 36 per cent refer more directly to personal
qualities of the parents ("Nice to be around," "Easy to get along
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with"). This appreciation of people who are 'Nice,"Easy to get

along with' or 'Alright' is also reflected in sUbsequent responses
of Prospect Hill mibjects regarding their perception of people in

general and even of themselves. Hence, in the context of their

perception of their parents, this response indicates not so much
a spec...fic parent-child relationship but a way of saying that their

parents are 'Alright' or, as some put it approvingly, 'average'

people.

Ibr our Market Street respondents, the authority relationship
with the parents ("They keep me out of troUble") is again somewhat
more irportant than the material aspecv of the relationship ("They

give me things, take me place4" etc.). Also, being able to talk
to parents or being close to them is more important for this than
for the two older groups, though the interviewers' ratings (based
on a total review of each interview) would indicate that communica-
tion between youths and parents is more meaningful and adequate for
the Prospect Hill group than for Market Street respondents.

Oa the 'dieLike' side, the number of responses of the two
lower class New York samples is too small to make comparisons very.
meaningful. Nagging, resentment of authority and 'chores,' lack
of fairness, distrust or broken promises are the majcr complaints
of all three groups, though the last item is more often stressed
by the alienated Bayview sample than by the other two groups of
lower class respondents. Complaints about parents who drink too
much are most frequented in thic same group (which also has the
largest per cent of 'deviant' respondents), while complaints which
tend to be rather reminiscent of a middle class vocabulary ("Tbo
permissive," "Poor dresser," "Always on the 'pbone") appear only
among the stable lower class group.

Tae parallels between our subjects' perception of their
parents and teachers should te readily apparent. Bayview students
have the greatest trouble articulating the kinds of people their
parents are and %tat they like or dislike about them; they are
also the students griiho give the highest percentage of stereotyped
responses when asked about tbeir teachers' expectations. just as
their greatest single response concerning 'likes' about teachers
is centered on their own needs ("He is nice, concerned, helpful,"
etc.), so most of the few responses they give with regard to
liking their parents are centered on what parents do for or with
subjects. JUst as on the 'dislike' of teacher side they resent
discipline, meanness, unfairness, distrust, etc., thgy also stress
similar qualities in criticizing their parents. On the whole,
however--and this may well be tribute to Bayviewthe balance of
positive and negative responses in their list of likes and dislikes
may run in favor of the teacher rather than the parent.

For Nhte.m Street respondents, the nice, helpful and
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concerned teacher and the parent who gives one things or takes one

places are also important. But nearly equally important is tne
teacher as disciplinarian and. the parent who 'keeps one out of

troUble.' However, while Market Street respondents are no more
likely than their Bayview peers to take a 'de-centered' view of
the teacher (in terms of relative emphasis placed on personal
quality and competence), thei are more likely than Bayview youths
to see their parents in terms of personal qualities ("Nice people
to be around," "Easy to get along with"). FUrthermore, while many
Bayview students see their school as a place where one can get
one's work done and stay out of troUble, for the Market Street
respondent it is the parent rather than the school that enforces
the discipline one might lack if left to one's own devices ("Keep
me out of trouble").

Fbr Prospect Hill respondents as well, the teacher who cares
and. the parent who gives things or takes one places are important.
Here again, their values are not fundamentally different frun that
of the two other lower class groups, But here, too, they evidence
a 'value stretch' by the fact that the highest percentage of refer-
ences to any single item on the 'like' or 'dislike' table refers to
the personal rather than the 'provider' or 'authority' qualities of
their parents--a mode of perception which we saw clearly reflected
in the tendency of middle class sUbjects to stress the personal
qualities and competence of the teacher.

Further indication of the quality of family relatioilships
can be found in responses to the questions: "What does your family
usually do together?," "With whom do you do it? How often?" (Again,
the questions, which directly probe parent-child relationships,
were not asked of our middle class group.)

The following table, based on activities dmported. by slibjects,

presents essentially the same picture as that dertved earlier from
interviewers' estimates of family relationships. Market Street sub-
jects are more likely to engage in joint activities with members of
their families than are Bayview sUbjects, and the Prospect Hill group
reports both the greatest number of joint activities and the greatest
frequency of such activities. At the same tire, our data would tend
to support the study by Deutsch and Associates quoted earlier which
found no significant correlation between presence of parents at meal-
time and reading scores, but which did find a correlation between
reading scores and conversation at the dinner table.(34) Unfortu-
nately, data do not allow us to distinguish between those sUbjects
who coMbine the joint dinner and TV watching period and those who
do not, but among our New York groups there seems to be a significant
number who substitute watching TV for conversation around the dinner
table. Similarly, Deutsch and Associates found that nwhber of an-
ticipated activities with relatives was not significantly correlated
with reading scores but that anticipated number of cultural activities
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did show such a Orrelation.(35) Here again, we cannot tell which

of the activities on the following table fall into the category

terned 'cultural' in Deutsch's stuay. However, there is a difference

between activities such as going places or visiting relatives and

those we list specifically as joint activities with father or mother.

TABLE =MI

WHAT RESPONDENTS AND FAMILY DO TOGETHE
(Per cent of responses)

Nothing much
Go places
joint activities with father only
joint activities with, mother only

Visit relatives
Eat dinner or watch 71/together
Go to church together
Play together

Total

BV
(N 34)

314

9

3

9

9
27

9

FEMUR= OF JOINT ACTIVITY
(Per cent of respondents)

Family eats together every day
Family frequently undertakes
other joint activities

Only infrevent joint activities
Not clear him much joint activity

Tbtal

MS
(N 62)

13%
16

3
11
6

35
8
8

1-TE

PH
(N 74)

15
15

16
20
8

TEE

BV NE PH
CU 30 for all groups)

23% 27% 37%

14 30 4o
63 20 13

23 10
100% 100% 122k

While going places or visiting relatives may or may not involve
significant communication between parent and child, the activities
listed as specifically undertaken with one or the other parent focus
on a particular projector undertaking, a joint enterprise in which
the youth as a helper or companion of the parent is meaningfully
involved. While Prospect Hill sUbjects report more frequent activity
with either parent, the difference between this group and. their New
York peers is especially notable with regard to joint activities with
the father despite the fact that chances of a father's presence in
the home is equal for ail three lower class groups.
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While we cannot present a full analysis of the pattern of
parent-Child communication for our three lower class subcultures,
the following comparisons mould seem to indicate that frequency of
joint activities parallels a more positive pattern of communication.
Of the Bayview group, only 7 per cent reported that they had. been
praised by their parents while 30 per cent reported that they had
been scolded or addressed mith sarcamn or derision. Of the Market
Street group, 20 per cent reported praise and 17 per cent reported
scolding or derision. Of.Prospect Hill subjects, 47 per cent
reported praise and 33 per cent reported reprimands, scolding or
derision. Also, in resronse to the question: "Do your rarents ever
talk about their jobs at home?," only 10 per cent of the Bayview
and Market Street groups answered in the affirmative. Of Prospect
Hill subjects, on the other hand, one-third reported that their
fathers had talked to them about their jobs and 27 per cent men-
tioned that their mothers had done so. Similarly, as noted earlier,
Prospect Hill sdbjects were more knowledgeable about their parents'
education and reported more frequently than Bayview youths that
their parents had commented on their own limited educational op-
rortunities as compared with those of the subject.

Nbt only do Prospect Hill sdbjects enjoy a better pattern
of relationships within the nuclear family, they have also much
stronger ties with the extended family. Thirty-seven per cent of
Prospect Hill sdbjects report that they frequently vis4, relatives
not living in the home, and another 4o per cent mention that, they
do so occasionally. In contrast, of each of the two lower class
New York groups, only 10 per cent mention frequent visits to,rela-
tives not living in the home, and less than 10 per cent refer to
occasional visits to such relatives. Similarly, nearly one-half of
the Prosrect Hill group report close ties with Telatives not living
in the home versus 7 per cent of the Bayview group and 20 rer cent
of the Market Street group. Ibis difference maybe accounted for
in part by the fact that approximately 4o per cent of the Market
Street group and a somewhat smaller percentage of the Bayview sam-
ple were Puerto Ricans whose uncles, aunts and cousins may well be
living on the Island. However, even with the Negro sUbjects in our
sample we get a sense of very significant differences in patterns
of family relationships between the New Ybrk and Baltimore groups.

Even before a quantitative analysis of tbe tapes had been
undertaken, the differences in family relationships, patterns of
communication and joint activities within the family presented in
this section were scievident that we tended to see them as the main
Causative factor explaining the differences among our three groups
of lower class respondents. We still consider this factor highly
significant. Yet before examining it fttrther, me wish to present
other data on interpersonal relationships and activities with
rersons other than family members which would seem to indicate that
family relationships are only one of two elements vital for the
development of 'social competence.'
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other Interersona1 Reutionshi s

^=.

In the last section) we found significant differences between

our four sdbcultures in the extent to which they perceive their par-

ents in self-centered terms (i.e. in terms of what the parent does

for or with the subject) and in de-centered terms (i.e. in terms of

inalvidua1 rather than relational characteristics). The same trend

is evtdent in the following table whidh summarizes answers to the

qaestion: "What do you like or dislike dbout people?" or What makes
you feel that some people are 'nice' and others are not?"

TABLE =Dm

WHAT RESPONDENTS LIKE ABOUT PEOPLE

(Per cent of respondents)

MS PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

People who leave me alone 7% ...% 7%. -44
People who do things for me 20 13 10 ..

People who are nice to me 20 20 .. 5
People who don't get into trodble 7 3 13 5
People one can trust 7 .. 3 5
Lively or active people who have
a sense of humor 13 3 13 75

People who are friendly .. 30 83 20
People who share interests with me .. 20 27 15
Understanding people who relate to
ne or like ne 17 27 10 20

Nice white people 3 .. ..

People who are smart or work hard .. 17 .. 5
People who share tbings with me .. 7 .. ..
Total number of responses (including
16 responses of middle class odb-
jects which did not fit dbove
categories and are not shown on
dbove tEible) 34 43 51 46

Totals exceed 100 per cent because of multiple responses.

(Continued on next page)
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TABLE X2ONII (Continued)

SUMMARY: WHAT RESPONDENTS LIKE ABOUT PEOPLE
(Per cent of responses)

BV ts6 PH HT
(N 30) (N 30) (N 30) (N 20)

People who do things for me,
understand me, are nice to
me, relate to me, leave me
alone, etc. 681% 45% 13% 11%

People Who share things or
interests with me -MP 18 16 6

References to personal qualities
(don't get into troUble, friendly
or lively people, people one can
trust, snart people who work
hard, etc.) 32 37 71 83

%btal j"."- 10(1

WHAT RESPONDENTS DISLIKE ABOUT FEOPLE
(Per cent of responses)

BV MS PH HT
(N 23) (N 61) (N 80) (N 36)

People who are unpleasant in
their relationship with me 83% 34$ 26% 14%

People who nake troUble, bad
people, people who cheat,
use tad. language, etc. 17 30 34 8

Sndbs, gossips, people who
fuss or pout .. 8 35 22

People who don't know how to act,
rude, loud or rowdy people -ON 8 .. 14.

Thieves, addicts, etc. ." 15 5 ...

Other ... 5 .. 42
Total 100% 100f In Nock

On both the 'like' and the 'dislike' tables, the per cent of
'self-centered' or 'relational' responses (i.e. responses emphasizing
what people do for$ with or against saject) decline as we move from
the most alienated to the middle class control group.

On the 'like' table, we note the great emphasis given by
Prospect Hill respondents to 'friendly' people, a category which
corresponds to their high response rate on "Nice to be aroundl
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easy to get along with" in enumerating their 'likes' about their

parents* Middle class respondentsron the other hand (to the ex-

tent to which their responses are at all comparable.to that of the

lover class groups) place less emphasis on the rather bland quality

of friendliness and stress more active qualities such as liveliness,

enterprise and a sense of humor.

Oz the 'dislike' table, we note again evidence of what was

earlier called the 'value stretch' of the Prospect Hill group. On

the one hand, they score high on a typical lower class item which

is also stressed by their Market Street peers: "People who make

trodble, bad people, people who use bad language, cheat, etc.' On

the other band, they score equally.high on an item which also seems

of importance to the riddle class group: "Silas, gossips, people

Who.fUss or pout, etc." Both the emphasis on 'friendly' people,

and the dislike of sndbs fits well into our impression gained from

the interviews as a whole that for Prospect Hill sUbjects the ideal

person is 'average' or 'OK' rather than a person with strong posi-

tive qualities or a strong action orientation. In the final section

concerning sdbjects' self-image, me shall see that this same quality

of 'being alright' is the most frequent response of Prospect Bill.

respondents when asked to describe themselves.

Another question in the interviews referred to the perception

of friends. Here again Market Street respondents bad a great deal

of difficulty in articulating; what they 'like' or 'dislike' about

their friends, and the number of their responses was too small to

be included in the following table. This group, with its strong

emotional ties and field dependency, seemed unable to articulate

characteristics of persons who are as close to them as parents or

fxiends, but quite articulate when it came to mora distant figures

such as teachers or 'people in general.' Because same respondents

bad trodble with this question, it was suggested that interviewers

rephrase it from "What do you like (or dislike) about your friends"

to "Why do you make friends vith some people and not with others?"

This rephrased question led to two sets of noncomparable responses
byndddle and lower class sajects respectively; for while the
older lower class sdbjects did in fact respond in terms of their
relationships to their friends or their friends' personal charac-
teristics, middle class respondents referred to patterns of social
interaction which tend to create friendship groups sach as having

known each other prior to entering school, the formation of cliques

within the school, etc. In farther analysis of the data we intand

to investigate in greater detail the relationship between the way

in which the question was phrased and the type of response by

middle anti lover class subjects. For the time being, Ve can
offer comparative data only on the Payview and Prospect Hill

samples.



TABLE XXXVIII

WHAT RESPONDENTS LIKE ABOUT FRIENDS
(Per cent of responses)

BV PH
(N 30) (N 4o)

They are friendly or lively 30% 23%

We help each other, share interests
or do things together 43 42

They don't get into trouble 7
They Imow how to act 10 23

They are older than myself 10 2

Total

WHAT RESPONDENTS DTSLIKE ABOUT FRIENDS
(Per cent of responses)

By PH
(N 27) (N 37)

They are mean, byllies, cheat, fight,
steal, use bad language, etc. 43% 41%

They are gossips, suspicious, snobs) etc. 8 30
They start trodble or get into trouble 49 19
They don't knaw how to act -- 10

Ibtal 1:. 1:-

In this instance, both Bayview and Prospect Hill respondents
tend to give approximately the same yercentage of 'self-centered'
responses, However, it is interesting to note that while for the
Prospect Hill group such 'relational' responses nake up 35 yer cent
of their reasons for liking parents, 42 per cent of their reasons
for liking friends and only 29 per cent of their reasons for liking
yeople in general; the figures for the Bayview group are 90 per
cent, 43 per cent and 68 per cent respectively. In other words,
the Prospect Hill group would. emphasize 'relational' characteristics

most in their friends, less in their yarents and least in strangers
--a sequence whidh would seem to be quite natural for adolescents.
Bayview students on the other hand emphasize 'relational' qualities
more in regard to people in general than in regard to friends. ln
;art, this reversal may reflect an inability of Bayview sUbjeats to
talk about 'yeolae in general' in realistic terms; however, it is
interesting to note that the interviewers' ratings of personal
characteristics of individual sdbjects rate more than half of the
Bayview sample: but only one-third of the Prospect Hill samyae, as
'maniyalative'; and it is quite possible that for the Bayview group
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'people in general' indeed tend to a much larger degree to be rated
in terms of what they can do for sdbject.

Data on likes and dislikes about friends again iplieate the
greater emphasis placed. by Prospect Hill respondents on disliking
snobs and gossips. Equally significant, however, is the relative
emphasis placed by the two groups on another set of qualities which
are again typical of the contrast between the unstable and stdble
lower class view. OT Bayview responses, 7 per cent concerning
'liked' characteristics and 49 per cent concerning 'disliked'

characteristics refer to "Getting into trouble" while only 10 per
cent refer to "Knowing haw to act." Fbr Prospect Hill subjects,
on the other hand, only 10 per.cent of the positive and 19 per cent
of tne negattve responses refer to "getting into trouble" while 23
per.cent of the positive and 10 per cent.of the negdttve responses
refer to "Knawing; how to act." It is also interesting to note that
for Prospect Hill respondents, the facts that friends "Know how to
act" and "Are friendly and lively" carry egual weight, but for
Bayview respondents, being friendly or lively is the most imp(mtant
'nonrelational' characteristic causing them to like their friends.

Our data would also seem to indicate that important dif-
ferences exist between the three lower class sdbcultures not only
in what they like dbout their friends, but also in how they spend
their time together. The following tdble summarizes responses to
the question: "What do you and your friends usually do together?"
(This question was not asked of middle class respondents.)

TABLE XICaX

LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES SHARED WITH FRIEHDS
(Per cent of responws)

BV MS PH
(a 99) (N 72) (N 111)

Sports and other aatdoor activities 36% 26% 23%
Talk, play, fool around, watch TV,

.

listen to radio, visit 20 51 22
Go to parties or on dates 14
Go to movies, go on trips, visit
museums, do homework together,
make things together 2 16 12

Go to community center, cldbs,
church, Sunday Sdhool, volunteer
activities, vocal groups, etc. 5 1 21

Fighting, drinking, playing cards,
shooting pool, hustling, stealing 23 6 8

Ibtal 100% 155X 05T
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Because of the lower age of Market Street students, it is not
surprising that they should not list partying and dating as group
activities and that they should score high on informal activities
such as talking, fooling around, listening to ratio and TV, etc.
Nor, given the nature of Barley as a 'special school,' ehould it be
surprising that this group should show the highest percentago of
fighting, drinking, card playing and other activities which are
usually part of the public 7tereotype of 'deviant' youth. However,
what ve consider most notable on this table is the relatively high
percentage of Prospect Bill youths who list participation in formal
gronp act±'rites Of nnurna, *bora may 'ha gm element ni" cal egsl Aro-

tion in that some of the Prospect Hill sample were contacted through
community centers; yet what concerns us here is not the question of
whetherthis pattern is characteristic for all youths in tbe area
frmn which the sample was drawn (though we would suspect this to be
the case) but the relationship between this pattern of rarticipation
in formal group activities and other characteristics of Prosrect Hill
respondents in our study. If relationships within the nuclear family
were the only basis for 'social competence,' then the difference
between Nhrket Street and Prospect Hill resrondents should not be as
significant as our study indicates. However, if one takes into .

account that the ability to 'take the role of the other,' to 'de-
center' one's perspective of people and events around one and to
'learn the rules of tbe game' depends not only on early childhood
experiences with significant adults but also on the extent of one's
contact with the wider community, then this difference in patterns
of participation in formal group activities is highly significant.
While we shall return to this topic in the concluding section of
this report, we would like to present here two other sets of data
which tarther indicate tbe differences in group particiration and
relatedness to persons outside the family which characterize our
three lover class stibcultures.

TABLE n
CHURCH ATTIINDANCE

(Per cent of respondents)

Reports that he attends
week

Reports that he attendl
frequently

Reports twit he attends
Reports that he used to

Nhen I was younger's'

Likes to sing in church
likes to participate in

of dhurch activities

church every

regularly or

occasionally
attend church

choir
social aspects

714

BV MS PH
(N 30 for eadh group)

13% 13% 2

MIPS

10 27
7 30

OD- SOW

MIPS

OD-

3 13

3 13



First, we note that Prospect Hill respondents are more likely
to attend Church than are lower class New York subjects.

A very different but revealing indication of the extent to
which different groups of subjects have meaningfUl contact with per-
sons other than their parents also comes fran responses to a question
which atteapted to elicit 'role models' as seen by our subjects. It
is interesting to note that the highest rates of 'refusal' on this
question came from the middle class group (33 per cent of respondents)
and Bayview students (15 per cent of respondents). in both instances,
refusal was based on the grounds that "I just want to be myself."
When pressed, middle class subjects would often respond with "Well, I
guess I ought to want to be like my (parent of tbe same sex)." Of
Bayview respondents, on the other hand, two msle subjects chose their
mothers as role models. Same Market Street subjects were unable to
answer the question, while Prospect Hill subjects were urged by the
interviewer to name two role models: one with whom they were familiar
and one they did not know personally. For these reasons, comparison
across columns on the following table are only tentative. However,
data are presented because they givy an interesting picture of the
relative weight of different types of role models for each group..

TAME Mal

ROLE MODELS
(Per cent of respondents)

BV MS PH HT
(N 20) (11 15) (N 27) (N 19)

Father or mother 15% 7% 11% 33%
Siblings 15 13 22 --
Other relattves 5 7 30 ..
Friends and neighbors .. 13 22
Sports celebrities 33 13 18 5
Theatre, TV personalities and
other pUblic figures 10 13 30 32

civil Rights leaders .. .. 22 ....

Teachers .. 20 4 --
Gang leaders 5 .. .. ..
Refuse to name role models 15 ... 4 33

Tbtals exceed 100 yer cent because of multiple responses.

For the Bayview respondents, the largest number of role model
references is to sports celebrities. (This was also the group which
gave the highest percentage of 'sports and outdoor activities' re-
syonses when asked what they do with their friends.) Parents and
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siblings are mentioned as role models with equal frequency, but

other relatives are mentioned less frequently, and friends and

neighbors not at all. In this case, the responses of Payview
students seem most similar to those of middle class respondents.
Of the three lower class groups, they have the highest rate of
'refusals' and the lowest rate of references to friends, relatives

and neighbors. This, however, must be viewed in the context of a

total subculture. While responses of High Towers students reflect
the typical middle class emphasis on individuality and the increas-
ing concentration 01 the nuclear family which has been noted by
students of 'the new middle class' in contemporary American society;
Bayview students are notby any available indicators--part of that
subculture, and the relative isolation or alienation from friends,
neighbors and the extended family (suggested by their role model
responses) may be an indication of their alienation within a lower
class milieu rather than of any similarity with middle class traits.
However, the fact that Bayview respondents have the highest refusal
rate of the'three lower class subcultures may tell us something that
the custanary dichotomy between 'field dependent' and 'field inde-
pendent' sUbjects obscures. Compared with Market Street subjects,
both Bayview and Prospect Hill respondents tend to be more 'field .

independent'; but in the case of the latter, this trait is combined
with a greater capacity for 'field articulation' (i.e. for obtaining
a more independent and adequate picture of the situation in which
they find themselves); in the case of the former, 'field independence'
would seen equivalent to 'field rejection' (reflected in the fact
that they give the highest percentage of stereotyped responses on
parents' and teachers' expectations). Payview youths"field inde-
pendence' does not seem to lead to a more 'analytic' cognitive as
it does in the case of Prospect Hill and High lbw. subjects but,
rather, to a refusal to engage in 'reality testing'--at least with
regard to those aspects of their environment with which the persent
interviews dealt.

awning to Market Street subjects, we note that the largest
percentage of their responses concerning role models refers to
teachers, a model scarcely mentioned by the other groups. This
again points to these youths' strong involvement with significant
authority figures. At the same time, and like Prospect Bill stib-
jects, these youths also tend to mention siblings and friends or
neighborsandmention both of these latter groups more frequently
then parents. On the other hand, the extended family plays a less
significant part as role models for Market Street youths than for
Prospect Bill respondents, which may well be due to the fact that,
as noted earlier, this gToup tends to have less contact with such
relatives.

The most significant set of data on the foregoing table seems
to us to be the responses of Prospect Hill students. Per cent of
references to siblings, other relatives, friends and neighbors
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respectively indicates that these students have meaningful contact
with others than parents. Despite the fact that Prospect Hill re-
spondents were asked to name two role models and at least one 'whom
you know personally,' their responses covered a far greater range
thanthose of the other two lower class groups; and while 15 per cent
of Bayview students mention parents as role models, only 11 per cent
of Prospect Hill students do so. Earlier sections have repeatedly
suggested that Bayview respondents seem more alienated frmn or
hostile to their parents than do Prospect Hill subjects. Hence, the
difference in the choice of role models most likely indicmtes not a
greater admiration for parents on the part of Bayview subjects but,
rather, a greater inability to think of anybody else. (We might
also note that Prospect Hill respondents, the only group to mention
race relations on the Three Wishes Test, were the only group to
mention civil rights leaders among their role models.)

In conclusion, we may note additional indications from the
present data which support the impression that Prospect Hill re-
spondents have more meaningful contact with persons outside the
nuclear family than do Bayview and Market Street sdbjects.

For example, when referring to praise or criticism they
received from various people inside and outside the home, 37 per
cent of Prospect Hill sdbjects mention that they have been praised
by persons other than parents and teachers versus only 7 per cent
of Bayview and Market Street sdbjects. Similarly, 13 per cent of
Prospect Hill sdbjects mention that they have been criticised by
persons other than their parents or teachers while none of the
lower class New York respondents mentions this'fact.

It is also interesting to note that a comparison of sdb-
jective ratings of intervierers concerning quality of family
relationships versus general interpersonal relationships for the
various lower class groups once again supports the impression
that Prospect Hill sdbjects are more apt to have relationship
with persons outside the nuclear family than are Market Street and
especially, Bayview sdbjects. While, as noted earlier, the inter-
viewer's ratings are highly subjective, ratings for family and
interpersonal relationships of individual sdbjects were done by
the same persons and on the basis of the same criteria. Hence,
we would consider a comparison of the relative standing of each
group on one or the other count sufficiently significant to
present them here in tabular form.
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TABLE XLII

INTERVIEWERS' RATINGS OF FAMILY AND OTBR INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
(Per cent of respondents)

No Positive Relationship
remway
Other interpersonal relations

Fair Relationshii
Family
Other interpersonal relations

BV Iv6 PH
(N 30 for each group)

66% 2o%

73 33

OMCi.

20

27 47 29
19 30 30

Good. or Cloft 1321.?tionship

1-13mily 7 33 46
Other interpersonal relaticos 8 37 50

Finally, a comparison of the relative weight of 'liire' and.

'dislike' responses on 'person centered' questions in our interviews
would seem to indicate that meaningful relationships with persons
outside the nuclear family need not be an uncritical one. The
following table sumarizes 'dislike' responses as per cent of all
responses gLven with regard to parents, friends, teachers and
'people in general.'

TABLE XLIII

PER CENT OF 'DISLIKE' RESPONSES IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
(Per cent of all responses referring to relationship indicated)

Attitude
Per cent

Attitude
Per cent

Attitude
tar cent

Attitude
Per cent

Li

toward parents
responses under 'dislike'

toward friends
of responses under 'dislike'

toward teachers
of responses under 'dislike'

toward 'people in general'
of responses under 'dislike'

N

N

BV MS

25 52

54 15

73 14

59 64

PH

78
30

77
48

N 107 225 187
47 58 50

N 57 lo4 131
4o 58 61



As me glance down the column for Prospect Hill respondents

we find that negative responses increase with social distance--

from 30 per cent for parents to 61 per cent for 'people in general.'

For Bayview subjects, on the other hand, the lowest per cent of

'dislikel responses is registered for the socially most distant

category ('people in general% the highest per cent of negative
responses Is registered for friends. From the contaxt of the inter-
views, me believe that the latter datum reflects not so much an
alienation from friends as the heightened awareness on the part of

.
Bayview youths that bad company may get you into trouble. In fact,

some Bayview respondents note specifically that not going to school

with one's friends gives one a greater chance 'to get your work
done.' Per the Market Street group, with its strong ties to the
nuclear family, 'dislike' responses concerning parents are much
lower than for the other two lower class groups; 'dislike' responses
for persons beyond the family cirele are, on the average, somewhat
higher. (Ibis would seen to support the picture indicated in the
interviewer's ratingsso-Table XLII--which shows a greater discrepancy
between family relationdhips and general interpersonal relations in
the ratings of Market Street respondents than in the case of the
other two lower class groups.)

Self-lmage

One of the questions on the interviewing schedule was: "How
would you describe yourself? "What kind of person are you?"

Again, lower class New York respondents had more difficulty
with this question than did Prospect Hill youths. A. total of 18

Bayview sdbjects, 17 Market Street sUbjects and 29 Prospect Hill
subjects answered this question; the total nuMber of responses was
25, 21 and 0 respectively. However, the relative nuMber of posi-
tive or negative responses (i.e. positive or negative descriptions
:f self) did not vary from group to group as much as we would have
expected.

TAKE XLIV

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE DESCRIPTICgB OF SELF
(Average per respondent)

BV MS PH
(N 18) (N 17) (N 29)

Positive descriptions of self
Negative descriptions of self
Excess of positive vv. negative
descriptions of self

1..4

0.4
1.0
0.3

1.6
212.

1.11.0 0.7
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In terms of the use of personal versus interpersonal qualities

in the description of self, there vas no difference between Prospect

Hill and Bayview respondents. Market Street respondents, on tae

other hand, described themselves on.14y in terms of personal qualities.

This concern with such qualities was also evident on the Three Wishes

Test, and even on the question of role models some subjects in this

group ended to respond with personal qualities they would wish to

have rather than mith reference to a person they might want to

emulate. This tendency wo-id seem +IN emsruse.+ +he ntrona need of

this group to attain the qualities demanded of them by their parents.

TABLE XLV

SELF-IMAGE

(Per cent of respondents who mentioned trait in describing themselves)

BV
(N 18)

Peaceful but will fight if need be --%
Good person or good boy 38

An 'alright' person 11

Clever or smart 28

Quiet or shy
Admired by peers or superior to peers 22

Hard working 5
Trying to get along if-ith everybody

Not too smart 17
Person who goes along with things 10

41011

MS PH
(N' 17) (N 29)

6% 38%

53 34
12 45
24 3

27
3.4
3.4
3.7

6 3.0

While to be 'good' (in terms of parental norms) is important

to many sUbjects in each group, it is especially important to Market

Street sUbjects. On the other hand, being an 'alright' person (i.e.

alright in terms of society as the 'generalized other') is far more
important to Prospect Hill subjects than to either of the New York

groups. The latter also reflect not only the expectations of their

parents but also the code of the streets by their greater emphasis

on being clever or smart, superior or admired by peers. Also in-

teresting is the fact that while same Prospect Hill subjects describe

themselves as 'trying to get along with everybody,' Payview stibjects

refer to 'going along with things,' a similar quality but expressed

in the first instance in interpersonal and in the second instance

in more alienated terms.

That 17 per cent of Payview sUbjects should describe them-
selves as 'not too smart' iv; less surprising than that 27 per cent
of Prospect Hill respondents should see themselves as 'quiet or

shy.' Pram the context of the interviews, these are mainly responses
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of subjects who seem to feel somewhat uncomfortable in interpersonal
relations and would like to be more 'outgoing.' The following data
from the interviewer's ratings would seem to support the self-image
of the 'shy' Prospect Hill respondent despite the fact that this
group also receives the highest rating for 'outgoing' personalities.

Difficulties in interpersonal relations seem to take different forms
in our four sacultures: What is 'shyness' in Prospect Hill is
'withdrawal' in Market Street and 'hostility' among Bayview slibjects,

TABLE XLVI

INTERVIEWERS' RATINGS OF SUBJECTS' CHARACTERISTICS
(Per cent of respondents)

Shy or immature
Withdrawn
Manipulative
Anxious about performance
Outgoing
Hostile

APathetic
Possibly autistic

BIT MS PH
(N 30 for each group)

8% --% 23%
34 33 20
16 15 10
8 7 8

11 4 27
42 11 3
19 4 ....

16 IP NO all

The above table shows Market Street respondents again midway
between Bayview and Prospect Bill subjects, They do not appear as
hostile or as apathetic as the former group, nor as outgoing as tbe
latter. At the same time, they have a lower percentage of shy,
immature or withdrawn subjects than either group. What really seems
to differentiate Market Street students fram their peers on either
side of the continuum we have drawn in this study becomes evident in
the following summary of interviewers' ratings of 'perceotion of
social norms.' More than either of the other two groups, Market
Street respondents would seem to be dominated by the 'official world
view' of their parents, whether in the form of strongly interwalized
norms or stereotypes parroted without much comprehension.

TABLE weal
INTERVIEWERS' RATING OF PERnEPTION OF SOCIAL NORMS

(Per cent of respondents)

Fhir perception of what is required
Strongly internalized perception of norms
Stereotyped perception of norms
Rejection of social norms

BY MS PH
(N 30 for each group)

37%
3

11.0

20

17%
43

4o

10, p louf

50%
30
20



In contrast to Bayview respondents, Market Street subjects
rate high on the internalization of social norms (higher than the
more 'de-centered' Prospect Hill stibjects) and have no rating in
the category 'rejection of social norms.' However, compared. with
Prospect Hill stibjects, twice as many Bayview and Market Street
Sajects are rated as presenting a stereotyped perception of
social norms. In other words, Bayview subjects exhibit the most
negative attitude towsrd social norms; Market Street respondents
exhibit a very positive but also quite stereotyped attitude toward
social norms; while Prospect Hill subjects exhibit the highest
propensity for 'a fair perception of what is required' but a lower
degree of internalization than the Market Street group and a lesser
degree of stereotyped definitions of social norms than either the
Market Street or Bayview groups.

Ibis completes the presentation ok the present data. In
the following section we shall turn to interpreting their meaning
both in terms of the original focus of this research (perception
of a 'conflict of subcultures') and in terms of some implications
drawn from the comparison of our four sUbcultures (Which was not
anticipated in the original research plan).
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DISCUSSION

The Conflict of Subcultures and the Student

Tne findings presented in this report show that our lower
class subjects are not aware of a 'conflict of sUbdultures' between
their home environment and the presumably middle class oriented
public sdhool. This observation need not invalidate the 'conflict
of sacultures' hypothesis on which this research was based. It
indicates, however, that the 'dbjective' definition of the situa-
tion as described by the observer-such as educatOrs or social
scientists--is not congruent with the 'sUbjective' definition of
at least one party in the system of social interaction whidh makes
up our piblic schools: the student himself. The discrepancy be-
tween 'objective' and 'subjective' deflations raises a number of
important questions.

Firstly, the fact that significant differences between middle
and lower class subcultures do indeed exist, does not ;come that a
conflict between these sUbdultures must be evident in the public
school. Uhfortunately, a great deal of what has been written on
this topic is based on social class analysis in general, rather
than on a direct observation of the school as a social system.
Yet the knowledge that a largely middle class oriented staff will
bring certain expectations to the school setting which lower class
youth is unlikely to meet, does not tell us what actually happens
when the battle is joined in the classroom.

Our findings report only the sUbjective perception of the
student. They seem corroborated, however, by a study of elementary
school classrooms in four urban neighborhoods undertaken by Eleanor
Leacodk. In a paper entitled "Personality and Culture Theory in
the Field of Education," Professor Leacodk reports:

Initially I assumed a so-called. 'value clash' would be signifi-
cant and that the 'middle class.' character of the schools would
find a ready response from middle class children, but would
create difficulties for poor white and Negro children who hold
'lower class values.° As the research progressed, however, it
became apparent that this was an oversimplification of the case
to the point of distortion.(36)

Professor Leacodk found that attitudes towards the student,
responses to the student's communications, the organization of the
.classroom, the allocation of responsibilities, or the ratio.of
positive as against negative evaluations of the student's wotk
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tended to vary with the teacher's perception of the social class
position of tbe pupils.

Teachers are not as sensitive to low status children as
individuals, do not respect them, and are not as prepared
to listen to them as they are to middle class children; and
not so muth because these children have 'lower class values'
as because tEiy iTe. lower class. (Italics in the oriariii;)137)

The extent to which tbe social class position of the student
may affect actual classroom procedures, is indicated in the following
incident reported by Professor Leacock:

The teacher of the middle income white fifth grade spoke at
length in her interview of the importance for the children of
learning how to handle leadership responsibility, and she
structured committee reports so that children led the sessions
and. called on other children for discussion and comment. In
the low income Negro fifth grade, by contrast, the teacher
stated that she thought the children should learn from school
'first or all, discipline.' (38)

Our New York middle and lower class sUbjects respectively
might well have been taken right out of the dlassrooms conducted
bytbese two teachers. The views of the teacher in the middle
intome white fifth grade who stressed the importance of 'learning
how to handle leadership responsibilities' are echoed in the re-
sponse of a High Tbwers student regarding the purpose of education:
*Education is important, because today's children are tomorrow's
leaders." The view of the teadher in the low income Negro fifth
grade, on the other hand, who stressed. that the students should
learn 'first of all, discipline' is clearly reflected in the
responses of our two lower class New York groups regarding their
teachers' expectations.

In the light of Pofessor Leacock's findings, it is easy to
understand why our lower class sUbjects fail to perceive a conflict
of subcultures. Instead of confronting them with a set of unfamiliar
norms and expectations, the system adjusts to their limitations as
seen by the teacher. They are less articulate than the middle class
child, and less attention is paid to their communications. They are
not familiar with committee procedures and reports, and there are no
such activities in their classroom. Their academic efforts are less
likely to te encouraged by their parents, and they are more likely
than the middle class child to receive negative comments from their
teacher. Uhey are more alienated, and they are more likely to be
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defined as outsiders and failures by their teachers.(39)

In all fairness, however, we must note that if the presumdbly
middle class oriented pUblic sdhool tends to reinforce the definition
of the situation which the lower class student brings from his hame
environment, the fault may not, be that of the individual teacher.
The system is more than the sum total of its participants. In our
interim report we noted:

The setting of our urban rhUblic schools, especially of those
located in low income areas; is hardly conducive to the reali-
zation of the lofty ideals =offered in the standard texts on
the philosophy of education. Faced. with overcrowded, classrooms,
shortage oi materials, mandatory curriculums, mountains of
paperwork and recalcitrant students, the often inexperienced
teacher is hardly in a position to expound on the beauties of
learning for its own sake. If he is to spare the rod (and most
schools frown on corporal punishment in theory if not in
practice), the most direct and potent argument in defense of
education is the same that confronts the student in the lower
elass home: the consequences of his actions for his future
career. When the chips are down--as they sae in the urban
slum school most of the time--the promise of expanding in-
tellectual horizons is less effective than the threat of
contracting economic opportunities.

Ube similaritiea between home and school as perceived by
the lower class student are not limited, however, to questions
of motivation. Often the physical environment is quite similar;
noisy, overcrowded, dirty, neglected and. ugly. Nor are the dif-
ferences in the human environment as obvious as one might wish.
In all but a handful of progressive private schools, discipline
and the coverage of the prescrfbed curriculum must take pre-
cedence over self-expression and a spontaneous and meaningfUl
exnhange between teacher and pupil. This enforced empbasis on
order and tadk-oriented communication provides a further set
of clues which tend to highlight the similarities between the
school and the lower class home. As has been pointed out in a
number of studies, the lower class hame tends to be more
authoritarian, more given to the communication of orders than
emotions, and more geared to getting by tban getting ahead.
These trends are clearly reflected in the responses of our
subjects whose operational ethics (and. the ethics of their
parents as reported by them) may well be summarized as "do
your work and stay out of trouble" and "don't bother me and
I won't bother you." As any student of tbe Dale Carnegie
method will quickly recognize, such maxims are of little value
for the youth who must make his way in the new world of the
organization men. Taey are, however, quite functional from the,
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point of view of those who must cope with the turbulent world

of the slum school.(40)

In the light of the foregoing, we would argue that the

validity and value of the 'conflict of slibcultures' hypothesis

must be considered. in the context in which it is used.

1. If the purpose is to sensitize the. teaftliav- +n subculture

differences between the student's world and his own and,

thereby, to improve communication between teacher and

student, the hypothesis is both valid and useful.

2. If the purpose is to explain what actually happens in the

classroom, the hypothesis is probably not valid and not

very useful. %be school as a social system must be under-

stood in terms of its mi._ properties and dynamics which

cannot be deduced from the cbaracteristics which the

participants bring to the process of interaction by virtue

of their respective socioeconamic status.

3. Where the purpose is to improve the school, the hypothesis

is often a Red Herring, legitimating all kinds of charges

and counter-cbarges such as: middle class teachers do not

care about our children; lower class parents do not support

the school and. its aims; the curriculum must reflect the

'culture' of the students; lower class children do poorly
in school because they are °culturally deprived'; white

teachers cannot teach 'black' culture; let's uphold
'middle class values,' etc.

If culture is defined as what some sociologists term 'high

culture' there is roam for argurent and. flexibility concerning the

'culture' which our public schools should teadh. There is something

to be said for Shakespeare and Keats, but also for Eldridge Cleaver

and. tbe biography of Malcolm X. In fact, it would seem that the tvo

worlds need not be mutually exclusive. In a different and more

crucial sense, however, the 'conflict of stibcultures' hypothesis

detracts attention from the fact that in many respects the urban
pUblic school has no options as to what 'culture' it teaches.

As we have attempted to snow in the section on Purpose of
Education, in the minds of our lower class subjects school is
firmly linked with preparation for a job. While this may be

painful to educators who conceive of tbeir task as 'broadening

the horizon of the studentfit would seem rather reasonable and

realistic from the point of view of the lower class child. Even

the Sages of the Talmud knew that 'without; bread there can be no

learning.' How much more starkly must the importance of 'bread'



stand out in the minds of the children of the affluent society, in
which much if not all of a man's worth is rated in terms of material
possessions.

The school which fails to prepare the student for the world
of workbe it directly upon graduation from high school or via a
college career-- is perpetrating a fraud not only upon its charges
but also upon society. Hence, the sic issues in public education
e4nnot be debnted graelv in +Arpin n, +hp ralativo purr4ta eve con-
trasting subcultures. If the pupil is to succeed in a world in
which the competition for success is a game largely played by middle
class rules, the school which fails to acquaint the lower class
student with any subculture other than his own, is hardly doing him
a favor. It matters little whether the cause is a class bias which
scales down standards and classroam activities to 'what you can
expeat fram these kids,' or whether the motive is 'respect for the
sPbcUlture of the student.' A deep affection for the heritage of
one's own group is by no means incompatible with a healthy respect
for the usefUlness of certain middle class mores and folkways.

We may illustrate this point by reference to an experience
related by the graduate student who interviewed our Prospect Hill
subjects and who subsequently worked at a job Corps summer program.
Cne of the youths who were to be placed through this program would
walk around the office without removing his hat. When he was
finally sent on a job interview, this young woman told him: "Now
I don't mind if you wear your bat around here. But Whitey does't
like it. So when you go to that interview you take that hat off
or I won't make another appoIntment for you."

Obviously, the New York City Board of Education cannot
develop a curriculum based on a distinctioa between what is al-
right between 'us' and haw one deals with 'Whitey.' nowever, we
feel that a great deal of clarity could be brought into the hazy
and unstructured world of many of our sUbjects if the 'conflict
of slibcultures' were articulated rather than sidestepped by an
attempt to attune the teacher to the sUbculture of the student.

Equality is not achieved by denying class differences or
rutting a few bladk faces into a second grade reader. Equality is
achieved either by revising the criteria for success, or by giving
everybody equal access not only to technical skills but also to a
knowledge of the less explicit 'rules of the game' by which success
is achieved. Since American society shows little inclination to do
the former, it would seem incumbent upon our public schools to
proceed along the latter path.

An angry Black youth, referring to the writer's Jewish
origin, once told her: "Don't give us no charity; teach us how you
made it." Given the realities of contemporary American society,
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this is in truth the heart of the matter. If we are to teach lower
class children 'how to make it,' it will not be enough to acquaint
the middle class teacher with the world of the lower class child.
This is only the beginning. The real problem is how to prepare the
student for a life different from that of his parents, a life in
which his 'culture'expressive, sustaining and valuable as it mar
be inmany wayscan prove greatly 'dysfUnctional.' Seen from this
perspective, oux findings are an indictment of the public school
not because it allows a conflict of subcultures to exist, but
because tills conflict is seldom evident to the 3tudent. As we have
attempted to show, our lower class New York subjects relate to the

. school as the factory worker relates to his job; they perceive
their teacher not unlike a kind of foreman; and their educational
philosphy can be summed up in the maxim: attend, obey and 'learn.'

This is what their parents taught them. This is what they
expected sdhoal to be. This is what school has been for them. But
this is hardly the way 'to make it' in this or any other highly
industrialized country in the 1960's.

'Social Competence: Differences Between Sacultures in this Study

The review of our findings concerning the 'conflict of sub-
cultures' and the student leads us to the question: How can one
teach lower class persons to 'make it' in contemporary American
society? A camparison of the two groups in our study who are most
likely to succeed (i.e. Prospect Hill and High Towers) as against
the two lower class New York groups, indicates that one of the
crucial factors might be what earlier in this report we already
referred to as 'social competence.'

Webster defines competent as 'answering to all requirements;
adequate; fit; capable.' In this sense, 'social competence' is
that quality which enables an individual to respond adequately and
effectively in interpersonal situations. It is a quality as im-
portant in national campaigns for political office as in the less
demanding pursuits for which Job Corps or JOIN applicants are
supposedly being prepared.

At various points in this report, we have noted character-
istics more prominently found in Baltimore than in New York re-
spondents, which would seem to account for the significant
differences in 'social competence' between stable and unstdble
lower class stibjects. We may now summarize our observations as
follows:

1. Competence in interpersonal relations requires that one is
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relatively at ease with one's fellowmen and that, if needed,
one feels free to defend one's own point of view. The first
is unlikely to be the case for Prospect Bill respondents
with their high level of hostility; and the latter would be
quite difficult for Market Street subjects with their great
'field dependence,' their involvement with authority often
internalized in the form of fairly stereotyped maxims, and
their emphasis on being 'good.' It further requires that
one defines sudh situations as encounters which, in some
measure, can be affected by one's own actions. (The high
correlation found in the Coleman report(41) between a sense
of 'fate contr61' and academic performance would seem to
indicate that this quality may be directly related to school
achievement.) However, we noted that for Bayview and Market
Street students, 'getting into trouble,' or academic failure
seem to be largely a series of 'happenings' over which they
have little influence.

2. To interact effectively with others, one must learn 'the
rules of the gmne.' Our data would indicate that this can
be achieved in two (yy no means mutually exclusive) ways:
High Tbwers subjects show a great awareness of such 'rules,'
but we get the impression that their knowledge exceeds their
experience. Their home environment has taught them 'how the
game is played,' in some instances even before they were old
enough to participate in it. For this reason, High lbwers
sUbjects often seem similar to Market Street respondents in
the extent to whidh they echo the voices of their parents.
However, in contrast to the rather sophisticated world view
reflected in our middle class interviews, Market Street
parents seem to teach their young little more than 'be good,
learn, and stay out of troUble.'

Prospect Hill subjects, on the other hand, seem mudh less
dependent on parental guidance. Their greater revive tf
meaningful contacts with persons outside their
home and their greater participation in structurea group
activities apparently enabled them to learn the rules frmn
practical experience. Of course, their basically good re-
lationship with their parents may have encouraged exposure
to such influences and experiences in the first place; tat
having more opportunity for learning 'the rules of the gmne'
outside the home, they are less dependent on parental admoni-
tions and have a broader and less stereotyped perspective on
what is required in different settings.

Bayview respondents, as well, are more detached from
parental authority than are the two younger groups in our
study. Their failure to 'learn the rules of the game' must
be traced partly to the fact that, (in contrast to Prospect
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Hill students) they hsve few opportunities to do so in
contacts outside tbe nuclear family, and partly to their
ideas dbout ryles in general. In their responses concerning
their likes and dislikes about the school, we noted their
strong emphasis on the role of external authority in helping
them 'to get their work done,' but also their strong resent-
ment of such authority. ide would suspect that they have a
similar attitude with regard to all 'rules' wbatever the
game might be. lb them, playing by the rules, any rules
other than those of their immediate peers, is to submit to
somebody else's authority rather than to establish the
basis for a pxocess of social interaction. In other words,
for Prospect Bill sUbjects, a knowledge of the rules
facilitates participation in the game--and since the game
is worth playing, the rules are worth learning. For
Bayview students, rales are not something to be learned
but to be 'psyched out,' something to be discovered, by
dint of cleverness and non-participant observation, in
order to be bypassed or evaded as much as possible.

3. While knowing 'the rules of the game' is essential to any
effective process of interaction, one must also be able to
respond to the specific aspects of the situation in which
one finds oneself. This means that one mast kimmr not only
what is generally requiredl but what is expected by one's
present role Tertners, or haw one may translate one's own
expectations into verbal or non-verbal communications which
will bring the desired response from the particular indi-
viduals with mhom one interacts. Throughout this report,
we have referTed to this process as 'taking the role of the
other' and we bare indicated the extent to Which Baltimore
re3pondents seem superior in this respect to lower class
New York subjects. We would suspect that this difference
is rllated to a combination of tbe following charreteristics
more frequently found in FTospect Bill subjects: a good
relationship to early authority figures which enables the
individual to relate to others without undue anxiety and,
hence, without undue distortions in interpersonal Ferception;
the greater ability to view others from a 'de-centered'
perspective, i.e. as persons in their own right with their
awn personal characteristics rather than only in terms of
their immediate relationship to the needs or mishes of the
Observer; a wider range of experiences with different
persons and situations.

In other words, 'social competence' requires tbe ability to
adequately assess a given situation in order to act in such a
fashion as to maximize the chances for a desirable outcome in
interpersonal transacticns. Seen in this light, 'social competence'
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is not a vsriable Which can be measured in absolute terms but which
must be evaluated, in the context of the particular situation in
which the actor finds himself. From a middle class point of view,
for example, our High 7bwers respondents seem far more sophisticated
and 'socially competent! than Prospect Hill subjects. Yet listening
to the interviews as a whole, we are impressed with the fact that
Prospect Hill sUbjects seem no less capable of dealing effecttvely
with the social and interpersonal situations to which they are
exposed. In comparing Prostect Hill to Bayview or Mhrket Street
students, on the other hand, the difference in 'social competence'
reflected in our interviews is rach more pronounced than any dif-
ference between the socioeconomic status or educational attainments
of Baltimore and New York lower class parents.

Since differences in 'social competence' are not correlated
with differences in social class sziong the four groups in our study,
this characteristic may not be a class-linked trait. Indeed, we
are inclined to see it as a psychological variable which stands in
a dialectic but not deterministic relationship to social class.
Sinee it is evident that there are considerable differences in
'social competence' not only between the four groups in our study
but also between sUbjects within the same group, we expect that
the comparison of different interviews within the same subculture,
in which we are presently engaged, will enable us to ftuther
refine our analysis of this trait, its etiology, and its relation-
ship to social stratification.
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IMPLICATIONS

Our findings concerning the 'conflict of stibcultures' hypo-
thesis and the significance of 'social competence,' lead us to a
consideration of the relative merits of these two concepts as
analytic tools in policy oriented research and in the development
of social policies. In the two preceding sections, we have at-
tempted to show how the 'saculture' perspective may obscure rather
than illuminate same of the basic issues in public education. On
the other hand, we have noted that the salient characteristic which
distinguishes the promising from the 'disadvantaged' students in
our study seems to be their greater ability to correctly perceive
and respond to the requirements of their social world) and to
evidence 'social competence' in interpersonal situations. In this
concluding section, we shall extend these observations beyond the
specific focus of our study to questions concerning social policy
in general.

Ube theoretical weaknesses of the social-classes-as-
sUbcultures frame of reference have been pointed out in the
relevaat literature and need not be reassessed. here.(42) It
maybe meta to note, however, how this idea became popular in
the context of current debates over social policy; what it was
supposed to explain; and Why it is probably the wrong tool for
the job it was designed to facilitate.

The recent concern with lower class sUbculture and its
effect on the fortunes of the 'disadvantaged' arose in the context
of what one might term the 'mystery of poverty in-the affluent
society.' Its purpose was to tackle a problem which bad become
evident in the relative ineffectiveness of urban renewal (which
tended to create 'movable slums' rather than more livable cities)(43)
and the phenomenon of a 'sticky' unemployment rate which, Keynesian
economics notwithstanding, failed to respond to a steadily growing
GNP. In other words) it seemed that the creation of new opportunities
was not enough. Apparently, the lower or lowest strata of the popu-
lation seemed unable to avail themselves of new 'opportunity strac-
tures.' Why was this so? What could be done about it?

It was at this point that the social sciences made a somewhat
dUbious contribution to social policy by introducing the concept of
'lower class saculture.' The policy makers needed a tool kit; but
the social scientist presented them with a bulldozer.

The term 'culture' refers to the complex:and subtly meshed
fabric of material objects, values, beliefs, assumptions, habits,
customs, laws, etc. which a society develops in the oourse of its
existence. In this context, stibeulture refers to the same categories
of phenomena to the extent to which they are shared by .a subgroup of
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subsociety but are not part of the dominant culture, i.e. of the
culture of the larger society in which the sUbunit finds itself.
In the contemporary United States, there are many such subcultures,
but few if any are closed systems, and their relationship to the
dominant culture is by no means well defined.(44) But even if we
could say with certainty just what constitutes lower class 'sub-
culture' in this country and how this relates to the dominant
cultural system, the term 'culture' would nevertheless remain a
rather unsuitable tool for the policy vurposes for 'Which it is
invoked:

(a) While cultures can be described only in terms of the traits
of whidh they are composed, the same trait in a different
context may have a very different meaning. One of the basic
problems with the 'culture of poverty' concept is that while
Lewis himself stresses that the traits he imputes to it must
not be taken out of context, it is exactly in this fashion
that his work is used in discussions of social policy. The
social scientist can only describe culture as a configuration
of interrelated traits. Yet the policy maker, attempting to
take culture into account, can deal only with one or a few
selected traits at a time.

(b) Culture eMbraces values to which the individual may have a
deep commitment as well as attitudes and hdbits which are
only al; adaptive response to a particular set of cireum.
stances and might readily change if these circumstances
were altered. However, it is often extremely difficult to
differentiate between values and adaptive responses since
the observed behavior they produce mayvell be the same.
Thus, the radical tends to regard most cultural traits as
adaptive responses which will change as soon as the policy
he advocates will be implemented, while the conservative
sees most cultural traits as value determined and, hence,
anticipates that they will not be affected by social
policies.

(c) Concentration on the 'sUbcultural' base of social problems
diverts attention from other aspects of wtmt is commtnly a
mmlticausal phenomenon and, thereby, possibly from other
and more effective avenues of amelioration. If more attention
were raid to differences between people in the same stibcul-
tures i.e. why given the same seculture and confronted
with the same situation some manage more effectively than
others, we might find that some of the variables which
distinguish the successful fram the unsuccessful actor
might be easier to manipulate by social policy than
'cultural traits.'
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We would argue that the concept of 'social competence'

focusses on many of the same issues -which the concept of 'stibcul-
tures' was to explain, and that it does so less ambiguously and
more progTammatically. A few examples may illustrate aur point.

(a) As long as social policy is discussed with reference to
sUbcultures, one c.nnot escape the popular notion that the
nrOntinn fto ony anrial illa 'it's 4n 'wolr4ng civerybotr

middle class.' Yet what is in fact required is something
less global and more sharply aimed at a specific goal which
earlier we termei 'teaching them bow to make it.'

The saculture school of thought seems to imply that one
will 'make it' once one has adopted middle class values and
ways of life. We would argue, conversely, that once one
has learned to 'make it,' one has entry to middle class
status--if that is what one desires. Furthermore, we be-
lieve that the issue is not so much 'values' (unless one
postulates that the poor 'value' poverty or do not 'value'
decent housing) as the social and interpersonal techniques
we have termed 'social competence.' Middle class 'values'
--sudh as the punctuality, honesty, hard work, or sdbriety
we preadh to the poor-- are more apt to loom large in the
qualifications for a good janitor than for a corporation
president. By this, we do not wish to denigrate these
values whose absence from our public life has been rightly
deplored. We would only plead that the poor, who so often
must settle for our used cars and clothing, ought not to
be made the heirs of the Protestant Ethic where these
ethics are rapidly discarded by Whyte's 'organization man'(45)
and his successors.

(o) Stating the same issue in a more scholarly fashion, we may
note that there are good reasons to believe that social
science theories regarding the relationship between culture
and social action may need revision in the light of what is
sometimes referred to as 'the changing American character'
(Which is really the changing character of the American
middle and upper strata).(46) It seems that increasingly
the value (i.e. the internalized) components of culture
become less important and that actions, especially the
actions of successful individuals in this society, became
more and more geared to the exigencies of specific situa-
tions. If this is correct, then we are rapidly approac:1-'ftg
a situation in which culture undergoes a similar tranvf -Aaa-
tion as has been advocated for vocational training. Specific
subcultural traits become less significant, and not the
substance of what one has learned, but the ability to acquire
new technical skills and. new 'cultural' adaptations will
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become the mnst important quality of the successftll

American of the future. And it is just this capacity
for adaptation to different social situations rather
than the possessica of autonomous and stdble culture-
bound values and patterns of action which is reflected
in a high degree Of 'social competence.'

(c) The use of the concept of 'social competence' may allow
us to hold to a clearer dividing line between what is
interesting for the social scientist and what is useful
for the policy maker. At present, there seems to be a
tendency to regard any phenomenon Which shows a correlation
with low incomeand, bence, is considered part of 'lower
class culture'--as a matter of concern for the policy maker.
In many instances, however, the relationship between that
trait and social policy Objectives is by no means clearly
established. Cm the other hand, as we have attempted to
show, it should be possible to analyze the ccuponents of
'social competence' 4ndependent of the complex web of
subcultural traits and, starting from these components,
to trace specific sdbcultural characteristics Which may
promote or inhibit them.

Having said all this, we are faced with the question: How
can one measure 'social competence?' Can it be taught, and if so,
how? Can it, be promoted by 'social intervention' and, if so, by
what policies? Cbviously, our data do not enable us to answer
such broad questions. However, we would venture some guesses as
to the directions in which t/m answers maybe found.

(a) While the measurement of 'social competence' would require
a closer analysis of this phenomenon than our data permit,
our study would seem to indicate that it can be assessed
more easily than cultural traits. Our findings suggest
that it involves a nuMber of components: confidence and
ladk of undue anxiety in interpersonal reletions; a sense
of 'fate control'; 'knowing the rules of the gmme'; and
'taking the role of the other.' Most of these components
have already been studied empirically: levels of anxiety
in interpersonal relations have beea studied by psythia-
trists and psychologists; 'fate control' was a variable
measured in the Coleman report;(47) role taking ability
has been studied experimentally by Fawell and Associates.(48)
Though .the writer is not aware of any empirical research
teating what we hame termed here 'knowing the rules of the
game' it would seem that a testing instrument geared to
specific social situations could well ,onstructed.
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(D) We have noted that 'social competence' seems to be a psytho-
social phenomenon, involving psychological traits in their
dynamic interaction with social status and culture. Hence,
any understanding and investigation of the factors which
further or inhibit tte development of this characteristic
woad require more than the customary teamwork between
specialists from different disciplines. It would involve
a truly interdisciplinary conceptual fropeof reference, for
which Rubenfeld's attempt to construct a psycho-social
typology(49) may well serve as a starting point.

(c) 'Social competence' is specific to specific tasks and
situations. This would suggest that social policies
attempting to strengthen this trait ought to be based on
a kind of 'job analysis' with regard to those qualities
directly relevant to social policy dbjective.

(1) 'Social competence' is involved in all interpersonal
situations: in the home, the school, the workplace, the
hospital, the welfare office, etc. Hence, if we can
define ways in which this capacity can be enhanced (and
single out those which tend to discourage its development)
we do not need a special training program with its own
special set of experts. We rather need to gear existing
institutions and their personnel to this purpose.

(e) We have today a number of techniques wich each in its own
way, seek to improve 'social competence': psychodrama; the
Training Laboratory of the National Education Association;
community actions; group therayy; community psychiatry; and
probably* many others with which the wTiter is not acquainted.
The prdblem with these techniques is that each seeks to stake
out its awn territory; each is available to only a limited
number of persons; and each trains its own specialists. The
writer suspects, however, that it would be possible to single
out certaini basic components which these approaches have in
common and to derive from them a set of techniques which
could be used in the context of the institutions with which
lower class individuals come into contact.

In short, we would argue that an effort to increase the
'social competence' of the 'disadvantaged' need not require a new
set of agencies or programs, but rather an understanding of the
phenomenon; an awareness of its relevance for social policy; and the
utilization of existing techniques and facilities across the bound-
aries of professional specialization. Yet, given the realities of
contemporary American society, an undertaking which does not have its
own institutionalized base, is likely to fall by the wayside. If the
concept of 'subculture' has been more popular than its usefulness
would seem to warrant, it is because of its relevance for a variety
of specialists, such as anthropologists; sociologists; educators;
criminologists; social workers; and policy makers. Whether the con-
cept of 'social competence' could find a sindlar set of influential
aMbudsmen.we cannot tell.
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strVARY

This study was based on the hypothesis that there is a
'conflict of sdbcultdres' between the home environment of lower
class students and the middle class oriented pdblic schools in low
income areas. (This presumed conflict has been a focal point in
the recent debate concerning the education of the 'culturally
disadvantaged, and has been considered one of the causes of the
poor scholastic achievement of many lower class pupils.)

The purpose of the study was to determine whether such a
'conflict of sdbcultures' is perceived by the student himself and,
if so, how he deals with it.

Data were collected through loosely structured, open-ended
interviews with lower class students in New York City and Baltimore,
Maryland. A small middle class control group was also included in
the study. The age of the respondents ranged from 12 to 16 years.
Average length of the interviews was one hour. All interviews were
tape recorded and the majority summarized with the aid of a coding
guide, which made quantification of major variables possible.

Cut of 190 interviews recorded in the course of the researth,
this report gives detailed findings for a total of 110 subjects,
divided into four groups according to social class and/or type of
school attended. These groups shay significant differences in
educational attainment as well as in a nuMber of other imyortant
dharacteristics and. are, therefore, presented as four 'sdbcultures.'
They include:

30 sajects from an unstable lower class environment attending a
spenial school for students with behavior and learning problems
within the New York City yublic school system.

30 sajects from the same social class attending a regular New
York City pdblic school in a low income area.

30 sdbjects fram a more stable lower class envlronment residing
in the Baltimore area and attending a variety of public schcols.

20 middle class subjects attending a private school in New York
City.

Most of the lower class subjects were Black or Puerto Rican.
Middle class sdbjects were white.

The interviewS covered the following main areas:.
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(a) Importance and purpose of education as percetved by
mibjecta and their parents

(b) Sdbjects' attitudes regarding the school, their teachers
and acadenic sUbjects

(c) Sdbjects' educational, occupational and other aspirations
and. plans

(13 ) qiilljmets' perception of tte expectations of their parents
and teachers

(e) Sdbjects' interpersonal perception, attitudes and relation-
ships, concerning their families, friends and 'people in
general'

(f) Joint activities with family and other leisure time
activities of sUbjects

(g) Slibjects' self image and rcile models

Data do not reveal any awareness of a 'conflict of subcul-tures' on the part of lower class mibjects. This fact may be.traced to:

(a) Parents ct lower class mibjects, no less than their teachers,
stress the importance ot 'getting an education,"doing yourwork,' and 'behaving' in the classroom.

(b) Even beyond these basic requirements, lower class sdbjectsseem to perceive no norms, expectations or attitudes in the
school setting which are nmre 'middle class' than those theykmow from their home environment. This subjective perceptionof respondents seems corroborated by a study of four urban
classrooms, reported by Eleanor Leacock, who found that
teachers tend to adjust their attitudes and practices to the
perceived social class level of the student body.

(c) Data indicate that tin two most 'disadvantaged' groups in
.'ae study tend to exhibit a 'relational' rather than
'analytic' cognitive style and, compared to academically
more success/1A subjects, a stronger tendency to stereotype
authority figures, and less ability to 'de-center' in theirinteraction with their social environment. These character-istics would make it difficat for them to discern 'subcul-tural' differences and conflicts, even if the latter weremore evident in the classroom than they appear to be.
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Furthermore, a detailed comparison of the four sUbcultures in
the study suggests that what distinguishes the more 'disadvantaged'
from the more successfUl groups is a lack of 'social competence,' a
term defined is that quality which enables an individual to respond
adequately and effectively in interpersonal situations. Tne relative
deficiency in 'social competence' on the part of unstable lower class
slibjects is evident in the following interrelated traits:

(a) A relatively high degree of hostility, withdrawal CT
dependency;

CO a strong need for 'controls fran without,' often coupled
with strong resentment of the authority which imposes such
controls;

(c) a lack of an internal sense of 'fate control';

(1) a tendency to view situations, persons and social norms in
terms of (often inappropriate) stereotypes;

(e) difficulty in perceiving the logical and necessary
relationships between events;

(0 little knowledge of the 'rules of the game' in inter-
personal situations;

(g) inadequate ability to 'take the role of the other' in
interpersonal contact.

It appears that differences in 'social competence' between
the various groups in the study maybe traced to the following
factors:

(a) parents' definition of 'the rules of the game' (which
varies with social class);

(b) parent-child relationships, especially patterns of cam-
munication and extent of meaningta joint activities (Which
vary between as well as within social classes);

(c) extent of positive relationships with pesons outside the
nuclear fmnily (which seems to vary with nature of
community);

(d) participation in structared group activities outside the
nuclear family (which seems to vary with class and
community).
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For the four secultures in the study, 'socinl competence'
does not correlate with socioeconomic status. Data suggest that
it maybe in the nature of a psychological variable standing in a
dialectic but not deterministic relationship with social class.

The report concludes that in the context of educational
policytle validity of the 'conflict of sacultures' hypothesis
is very limited, and that it tends to obscure the basic issues
involved. This would seem equally true in many other instances
where a similar class.culture perspective is employed for the
purpose of policy oriented research and the articulation of policy
objectives. It is suggested that the concept of 'social competence,'
as developed in this report, may be. a more useful focus for the
formulation of social policies designed to improve the condition
of the socially, economically or educationally 'disadvantaged' in
advanced industrial societies.
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APPENDIX

Interviewing Guide

Do you like going to school? Why?

What things do you like (dislike) most about going to school? Why?

What sUbjects do you like (dislike) most? Why?

Have you ever attended any other school? (If yes) Did you like

that school better? Why?

What kinds of teachers do you like (dislike) most? What kinds of
things do these teadhers do that makes you like (dislike) them?

If you like a teacher, does that make any difference in how well
you do in a sUbject?

Does amebody help you with your homework? (If yes) How do they
help you? (If not) Would you like to get help with your home-
work? (If yes) From whom? What would you like them to do?

Do your parents check whether you do your homework?

Do you sometimes play hookey from sdhool? (If yes) What do your
parents say to that? (Repeat question for teachers.)

Do your parents ever meet with your teachers? (If yes) Only
when you get into trouble?

Do you thihk it is important to go to school? (If yes) What
makes it important?

Do you think your parents feel the same way? (Repeat for
teachers, siblings and friends.)

Have you ever thought about how far you would like to go in school
(complete junior high, complete high, go to college, etc.)? Why?

Is this just what you would like to do or is it rea4y what you
thihk you are going to do?

Do your parents ever tell you that you are doing fine in school,
or that you are doing poorly or not as well as you could if you
really tried, and things like that? (If yes) What do they say?
(Repeat for teachers, other school personnel, siblings, parents,
friends.)
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What do you think your teadhers expect of you and of the other

kids in class? What kinds of things do they say you ought to

do (not to do)?

Do your parents ever nag you about things you ought to do (not to

do)? What kinds of things?

Have you ever thought what you would like to do when you get out
of sdhool or What you would like to be? Why?

How do your parents feel about that? (Repeat for teachers.)

Can you descrfbe your parents to me? What kind of people are

they? What do you like and dislike dbout them? (Repeat for

friends.)

What do you like or dislike about people generally, not the people
we talked about. Just people in general.

Is there anybocky you know or anybody you have read about, seen on
TV or heard about in any other way whom you admire. The kind
of person that makes you feel: I wish I were like that?

Do you spend much time with your father/mother/siblings? What
kind of things do you do together? (Repeat for friends.)

Can you tell me something about your neighborhood.? What kind of
neighborhood is it?

Can you describe yourself to me? What kind of a person are you?
If somebody asked: what kind of a fellow (girl) is ---- (name )
what might the answer be?

I have asked you a lot of questions dbout the things and people
you knaw. Now, in conclusion, I would like to ask you two
'make believe' questions:

Suppose you were the principal of your school and you could
change the school any wsy you wanted, make it into any kind
of school you wanted, what would you do? What kind of
things would you change?

Suppose you bad three wishes and you could wish for anything
you wanted, for what would you wish?
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